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Preface

Never in the history of Nigeria's existence as a Sovereign State 

has the crises of national insecurity been as widespread, 

profound and overwhelming as now. All over the country there 

are very serious incidences and sustained experiences of 

security breaches manifesting in varying degrees of violence. In 

the North East geo- political zone, Boko Haram terrorists have 

asserted themselves as purveyors of a resilient medium to high 

intensity violence. In the North West geo-political zone, armed 

bandits who specialize in rural banditry and kidnapping hold 

sway. In the North Central geopolitical zone of Nigeria, the 

perennial conflict between pastoralists and crop farmers has 

intensified and assumed a larger-than-life status. In the South 

West and South East geo-political zones, the incidence of 

criminality by some of the so-called herdsmen have led to the 

emergence of counter local militias. In the South South 

geopolitical zone, the activities of militant groups and criminal 

elements continue to constitute serious socio-economic 

threats.

Of great concern to Congress is the peril that the rising wave of 

insecurity in Nigeria presents to Nigerian workers. Between 

2009 and 2015, Boko Haram had destroyed more than 910 

schools and forced at least 1500 other learning centres to close. 

At least, 546 teachers werekilled and another 19,000 forced to 

flee their homes as the insurgents ravaged towns, and villages 

in North East, Nigeria. In Borno State alone, it was reported in 
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March 2016 that 512 primary schools, 38 secondary schools 

and two tertiary institutions had been completely destroyed. 

Overall, Boko Haram has killed at least 20,000 persons and 

displaced over two million people since its inception.

In 2012, Nigeria was on the verge of eradicating polio but this 

was delayed as a result of terrorism. A 2015 study of the health 

sector in Borno State shows that only 37 percent of health 

facilities remained operational, yet they serve some 10 million 

residents. Overall, out of over 749 health facilities in Borno 

State, 35% are completely destroyed, 29% are partially 

damaged while only about 37% are still intact.

The overall impact of our security crises is the enormous threat 

it presents to national unity, peace and mutual co- existence as 

the criminal enterprise of violent non-state actors seems to 

question and put Nigeria's sovereignty under very severe 

litmus test. The pervading and widespread violence apart from 

contributing to both internal and external displacement, and 

imposing a pattern of forced migration and refugee crisis all 

over the country, also exacerbates the scourge of child labour 

leaving in its wake wanton destruction of livelihoods, 

communities and dreams. It has also ballooned the population 

of orphans and widows in the affected places thus worsening 

destitution. It was amidst this state of national security 

challenge that the 2nd National Peace and Security Summit 

was held under the theme "Overcoming the Current Siege of 

Insecurity in Nigeria: Imperatives of Human and Physical 

Security". The Summit which was chaired by Senator Ken 

Nnamani, former Senate President and Co-Chaired by 

Comrade Hassan Sunmonu, former NLC President gleaned 

very practical and useful perspectives from the resource 

persons particularly the lead paper presenter, Professor 

EtannibiAlemika. One thing stood out in the Summit - Nigeria 

cannot resolve the crises of physical insecurity by deploying 

bullets and bombs without addressing the deep lying social 

dislocations and tensions pervading every strata of our society. 

This and other perspectives have been further distilled into 

actionable Policy Thrusts complete with Implementation 

Strategies as a Roadmap out of Nigeria's burgeoning crises of 

insecurity

Comrade Ayuba Wabba, mni

President, NLC
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Opening Prayers

National Anthem

Solidarity Songs

Introduction

Welcome Address – Comrade Ayuba Wabba, mni – President, Nigeria 
Labour Congress

Chairman's Opening Remarks – HE Senator Ken Nnamani, GCON

Introductory Remarks by the Co-Chairman – Comrade Hassan 
Sunmonu

Goodwill Messages

Lead Paper Presentation – Overcoming the Siege of Insecurity in 
Nigeria: The Imperatives of Human and Physical Security” – Professor 
Etannibi Alemika, University of Jos

Special Report and Presentation of Workers' Perspective and the 
Humanitarian Angle to the Insecurity in North East Nigeria – 
Comrade Bulama Abiso, Chairperson, NLC Borno State Council

Paper Discussion

1. IGP Solomon Arase, rtd. – Former Inspector General of Police

2. Professor Khalifa Dikwa – University of Maiduguri

3. Hamid Abbo, rtd. – Former Director, SSS

4. Professor Joy Onyesoh – Global Vice President, WILPF

5. General G.A. Wahab, rtd – DG, NARC

General Discussion

Response by Lead Paper Presenter

Summary by the Summit Chairman

Vote of Thanks by the Ag. General Secretary, NLC – Comrade Ismail Bello

Closing Prayer/Solidarity Songs

Programme List of Abbreviations 

AAEUN Agric. and Allied Employees Union of Nigeria 

AANI Alumni Association of the National Institute

AUPCTRE Amalgamated Union of Public Corporation, Civil Service 
Technical and Recreational Services Employees

CJTF Civilian Joint Task Force 

GCON Grand Commander of the Order of the Niger

IDP Internally Displaced Persons

ILO International Labour Organization

JUSUN Judicial Staff Union of Nigeria

MFR Member of the Order of the Federal Republic

MHWUN Medical and Health Workers Union of Nigeria

MWUN Maritime Workers Union of Nigeria

NANNM National Association of Nigeria Nurses and Midwives

NAAPE National Association of Aircraft Pilots and Engineers

NARC Nigerian Army Resource Centre

NASU Non-Academic Staff Union of Educational and 
Associated Institutions

NDE National Directorate of Employment

NLC Nigeria Labour Congress

NPF Nigeria Police Force

NUATE National Union of Air Transport Employees

NUBIFIE National Union of Banks, Insurance and Financial 
Institution Employees

NUCFRANMPE National Union of Chemical, Footwear, Rubber, Leather 
and Non-Metallic Employees

NUCECFWW National Union of Civil Engineering, Construction, 
Furniture, Wood Workers
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NUEE National Union of Electricity Employees

NUFBTE National Union of Food, Beverage and Tobacco Employees

NUHPSW National Union of Hotels and Personal Services Workers

NUPENG National Union of Petroleum and Natural Gas

NUPTE National Union of Posts and Telecommunication 
Employees 

NUPPPROW National Union of Printing, Publishing and Paper 
Products Workers

NURTW National Union of Road Transport Workers

NUSDE National Union of Shop and Distributive Employees

NUTGTWN National Union of Textile, Garment and Tailoring Workers 
of Nigeria

NCSU Nigeria Civil Service Union

NUPSRAW Nigeria Union of Public Service Reportorial, Secretarial 
and Allied Workers

NUJ Nigeria Union of Journalists 

NULGE Nigeria Union of Local Government Employees

NUMW Nigeria Union of Mine Workers

NUP Nigeria Union of Pensioners

NUR Nigeria Union of Railway Workers

NUT Nigeria Union of Teachers

OON Officer of the Order of the Niger

PSI Public Service International

RATTAWU Radio, Television and Theatre Arts Workers Union

SAN Senior Advocate of Nigeria

SGF Secretary to the Government of the Federation

WILPF Women International League for Peace and Freedom

OPENING

Second National Peace and Security 

Summit held at the International 
thConference Centre, Abuja on 29  

April, 2021

Introduction

The 12th National Delegates Conference of the Nigeria Labour 

Congress (NLC), held in February 2019, passed a key 

resolution on Peace, Security and Resilience. The resolution 

was partly in response to the multifaceted challenges of 

national peace and security across the nation. The resolution 

firmly directed Congress to make conscious and meticulous 

efforts to use the provision of ILO Recommendation 205 

(Employment and Decent Work for Peace and Resilience) to 

pursue, achieve and consolidate and sustain peace and 

resilience in Nigeria and Africa.

Consequently, Congress organised the second National Peace 

and Security Summit on 29th April, 2021at the International 

Conference Centre (ICC) Abuja. The theme of the Summit 

was"Overcoming the Siege of Insecurity in Nigeria: 

Imperatives of Human and Physical Security.”
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complement  the ongoing government initiatives on 

national security.

. It  will help to develop a policy action plan on national 

peace and security.

. The   summit   will   also   raise   awareness   on   security 

challenges confronting the Nigerian workers and their 

families and the way of addressing them through the ILO 

205 recommendation on employment, decent work and 

peace resilience.

Senator Ken Nnamani (GCON), former Senate President, 

served as the Chairman of the occasion and Comrade Hassan 

Sunmonu (OON), pioneer President of the NLC was the co- 

Chairman. Comrade Ayuba Wabba, mni, serving President of 

Congress was the chief host of the events. The Summit was 

generally adjudged to be successful.

Participants

The Summit witnessed a large turnout of participants from all 

walks of life. Dignitaries and officials of the Government closely 

hobnobbed with Diplomats, trade union leaders touched base 

with labour veterans and Comrades from affiliates of Congress 

as well intermingled with high ranking officers of the various 

Security Agencies.

Professor Etannibi Alemika of the University of Jos presented 

the lead paper. And Comrade Bulama Abiso, Chairperson, NLC 

Objectives of the Summit

The objectives of the summit were four-pronged, namely:

A. To   bring   key   stakeholders,   including   government 

functionaries, traditional rulers, religious leaders, 

legislators, the judiciary, military, police, paramilitary 

organizations, the trade union movement, civil society 

organisations and development agencies to deliberate on 

the challenges of peace, security and development in 

Nigeria.

B. To offer suggestions on the way forward for a peaceful 

and secure Nigerian society and shed concerted focus on 

human and physical security and addressing economic, 

political, education, governance, social, security 

intelligence issues, and rising inequality and 

vulnerability, especially for women and children.

C. To discuss ways to improve the safety of workers, their 

families and public institutions, especially schools, 

hospitals, and public offices.

D. To popularize the ILO recommendation 205 on 

employment, decent work for peace and resilience.

The Expected Result of the Summit

The expected results of the summit embraced the overriding 

objective that:

. The resolutions of the summit will contribute to 

producing a  coherent  peace  building  agenda  to  
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Borno State Council presented a clear and lucid report from the 

field, cri de coeur of a witness in the frontlines of the anti-state 

insurgency.

The slated Discussants were IGP Solomon Arase (rtd); 

Professor Khalifa Dikwa, University of Maiduguri; Mr Hamid 

Abbo, MFR, mni, former Director of DSS; Major General G.A. 

Wahab (rtd), Director General of the Nigerian Army Resource 

Centre and Professor Joy Onyesoh, President of Women's 

International League for Peace and Freedom. Individually, 

they thoroughly dissected the presentations and, in the end, 

extended the vista of the revealed knowledge to broaden the 

understanding of the contemporaneous security challenges to 

the nation.

Other participants in the Summit include Mr Boss Mustapha, 

Secretary to the Government of the Federation; Mr Festus 

Keyamo (SAN), Minister of State Labour and Employment; the 

High Commissioner of South Africa and the Ambassador of 

Cuba to Nigeria, respectively.

General Mohammed Babagana Monguno (Rtd), National 

Security Adviser sent a representative. Emissaries of the Chief 

of Army and Defence Staff, Chief of the Air Staff, Inspector 

General of Police, Comptroller-General of the Nigeria Customs 

Service, Corp-Marshal of the Federal Road Safety Commission 

and Chairman of National Drug Law Enforcement Agency as 

well participated in the Summit.

Comrade Adams Oshiomhole, past President of NLC and 

former Governor of Edo State and immediate past Chairman of 

All Progressive Party, representative of the Senate President, 

Dr Olawale Timothy, Director General, Nigeria Employers' 

Consultative Association, the President and General Secretary 

of Trade Union Congress and Presidents and General 

Secretaries from affiliates unions of NLC actively participated 

in the Summit.

Numerous workers, civil society partners and leaders of 

affiliate unions were present at the Summit. Subsequently in 

this publication is a comprehensive list of participants 

faithfully reproduced from the documents of the Summit.

Opening Address of the President of the NLC

The President of Nigeria Labour Congress, Comrade Ayuba 

Wabba, mni, welcomed participants to the Summit. In his 

opening remarks, Congress President, on behalf of the 

National Executive Council, expressed gratitude to the 

Chairman and co-Chair of the occasion, the guest speakers, all 

discussants. He also congratulated members of the various 

organs of Congress, ambassadors and all guests for creating 

time to grace the event. He emphasised that this was the second 

National Peace and Security Summit under the aegis of 

Congress.

Comrade Wabba agreed that the challenge of insecurity in 

Nigeria as a topical issue of the moment could also explain the 

numerous guests and participants who trouped in at the 

shortest notice of invitation and thanked them for the honour 

done to Congress.
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He reiterated that the second NLC National Peace and Security 

Summit was a decision of the 12th National Delegates 

Conference of the NLC hence, it was facilitated by the recent 

decisions of its National Executive Council and aimed to 

contribute to ideas and suggestions geared towards tackling 

the deteriorating security situation. Thus, Congress, as a pan- 

Nigeria organisation, had resolved to convene the summit not 

only to proffer solutions but also, establish the grounds for 

broader engagement with all segments of the society. 

Therefore, NLC as the largest workers organisation in Nigeria 

and Africa has a responsibility to represent and defend the 

interests of workers whose lives and limbs are daily exposed to 

maiming or even death. He espoused the national interests are 

also coincidental to the rights of workers to peaceably produce 

wealth and earn a decent living in a safe and secured 

environment of work. Indeed, the defence of the national 

interests as construed is incumbent on workers as a vital part of 

the collective duty of every citizen of Nigeria.

Comrade Wabba apprised the summiteers that the events were 

taking place against the backdrop of increasing criminality. 

The available evidence by the spate of terrorism, armed 

banditry and all shades of criminal conducts, including 

abductions for ransom and wanton killings should concern all 

Nigerians. He cited the general insecurity in the country that 

ranges from one region to another; the issue of Boko Haram 

anti-state insurgency in the North East of Nigeria that is yet to 

be completely addressed is getting compounded by other 

emerging security challenges to illustrate his argument.

For instance, the North Central of Nigeria has become known 

for an unceasing clash between the sedentary farmers and 

nomadic herders. Recently, the same North Central started 

experiencing kidnapping for ransom and armed banditry. He 

reminded participants that in the South-South and South-East 

zones, respectively, some groups of criminals now a days derive 

morbid pleasure in attacks and killing of security agents; they 

even burgle the instruments of law enforcement and in the end, 

cart away lethal weaponry as well as vandalised private and 

public properties.

He also referred to the situation in the North West, which has 

become compounded by the incidence of some criminals who 

have occupied and taken over communities in the zone. A 

recent gory outcome of the forced occupation of communities 

was the abduction and murder of students.

While Congress sympathizes with the families of the five 

undergraduates of the Greenfield University in Kaduna who 

were brutally killed in April 2021 by criminal abductors, 

Comrade Wabba also recalled to memory that the Chibok girls 

were still in captivity. Miss Leah Sharibu is yet to be released 

from her captors to be reunited with her family.

The ugly lawbreaking situation extends to Nigerian care 

workers and builders of infrastructure. Recently also two 

members of the Nigerian Union of Nurses and Midwives were 

kidnapped in Kaduna; construction workers were kidnapped 

in Akure, Ondo State. What is more, for almost forty days to the 

date of the Summit, the NLC Chairperson in Cross River State 
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had been abducted without information on his whereabouts.

He similarly recalled the incident that happened a few days to 

the Summit in Niger and Zamfara States.  At least, over fifty 

villages were reportedly sacked and thousands of Nigerians 

suddenly filled Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camps.

In all, he added that the situation has become so dreadful that 

as a pan-Nigeria organisation, Congress cannot seat idly by. 

Instead, it was necessary to bring all shades of opinions 

together; the whole idea should be to proffer solutions. He thus 

proposed that it is time to put an end to lamentations, 

condemnations and sad commentaries. In a word, security has 

to become everybody's business; it requires both organisations 

and individuals who believe in the unity of Nigeria to come 

together and offer practicable solutions.

Comrade Wabba extolled the gallant efforts of the Armed 

Forces, the Police and other Security Agencies in the fight 

against insurgencies and other criminal acts. He observed that 

the containment efforts have exerted huge cost on many as well. 

The high costs in human lives include the supreme prize of 

many officers and men laying down their lives for the survival of 

the whole of Nigeria. If nothing else, the fallen heroes deserve 

commendation from all Nigerians. However, it is also 

necessary to demand accountability while ceaselessly 

supporting the provision of the requirements of arms and 

ammunitions, welfare and deployment of technology to 

decisively deal with the insecurity.

Comrade Wabba recalled that Boko Haram started as far back 

as 2009 and is still gaining grounds. Many communities come 

under attack without end, and lately, the strategies of the 

insurgents have changed that they even attack military camps 

and formations. In the process, the insurgents cart away heavy 

weapons such as armoured tanks and gun trucks; these are 

then reversed to launch deadlier attacks on neighbouring 

communities. The Comrade President held that the horrid acts 

most certainly can be curbed and so, Nigerians must not shy 

away from frontally addressing the security issues.

The febrile situation could, thus, succinctly explain the overall 

objective of the national summit. Therefore, he urged 

participants to interrogate the issues underpinning the ugly 

situation and proceed to assemble the relevant solutions 

necessary to bring the country out of the frightening woods of 

insecurity.

He reasoned that since the temperament of the Summit is 

moderated by the International Labour Conference 

Recommendation 205 on Empowerments and Employments, 

for Decent Work, for Peace and Resilience, it is important to 

acknowledge the standing of employment and decent work for 

promoting peace, preventing crisis situations. The 

recommendation cannot be over-emphasised in situations of 

conflicts and disasters, to enable recovery and building of 

resilience. Therefore, as ILO Recommendation 205 

emphasizes, there cannot be sustainable peace and security 

without respect for human rights and the rule of law. Amongst 

others, it is ineluctable to respect fundamental principles and 

rights at work, inherent in international labour standards.
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Senator Nnamani held the Nigeria Labour Congress has a 

unique place in the sustenance of the Nigerian democracy as 

Congress can ventilate matters that ordinary individual find 

difficult to express. He added that by so doing Congress would 

be contributing tremendously to the stabilisation of Nigeria's 

Democracy. He agreed that the national unity, partnership, 

peace and tranquillity in the nation are under severe threat. In 

particular, the developments in some parts of Nigeria, 

especially in his Southeast zone and South-South zone, 

respectively have become worrisome. He said that there seem 

to be a very organised effort to chase away police officials and 

security personnel from the zone, by burning Police stations, 

killing policemen and women, including soldiers at the 

checkpoints. In an illustration of the grave situation, he argued 

that if the magnificent roof of the conference hall is removed 

and there is a rainfall, everyone would be beaten severely; 

similarly, if there is sunshine everyone would as well be 

scorched.

He averred that if Nigerians wait for the Federal Government 

alone or State Governments as a whole to handle the security 

issue, the country would be making a serious mistake "for 

instance, if the police and all other security agents are chased 

away, and problems arose in various communities, Nigerians 

would have nobody to report to. Then, the same terrorists who 

chased away the police would come after individuals and no 

one would afford to go to their aid."

Senator Nnamani added that there are more than enough 

reasons for people to speak up. He concluded that he would call 

In the final analysis, the Recommendation also considers the 

needs   to   recognize  that  crises  affect  women  and  men 

differently. Consequently, all concerned should recognise the 

critical importance of gender equality and the empowerment of 

women and girls in promoting peace, preventing crises, 

enabling recovery and building resilience.

Comrade Wabba concluded his remarks with the suggestion 

that the Summit should also look at how best to secure the 

Nigerian schools especially, that they are right now under 

relentless attacks. It follows that the Summit should 

necessarily examine how best to support the Armed Forces in 

the anti-terrorism war.

Remarks by the Chairman

The Chairman of the second NLC National Peace and Security 

Summit, Senator Ken Nnamani (GCON), former Senate 

President, acknowledged the large presence of dignitaries, 

labour leaders and veterans and the security establishment. He 

thanked the President of the Congress, the lead speaker, 

resource persons and all members at the summit. He paid a 

special tribute to former President of Congress, Comrade 

Adams Oshiomhole who he said around May 2005, led a 

planeload of labour leaders to Nnamdi Azikiwe Stadium 

Enugu, for the reception organised for him as the Senates 

President. He praised Congress for the outstanding 

commitment demonstrated in mobilizing Enugu people and all 

workers that no single space was left at the stadium.
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the President of his town union and his town King (Igwe), to 

allow the youth to guard the police stations. This is because 

Nigeria lacks enough police force to go around the country. He 

posited that world history teaches that in the case of Adolf 

Hitler, what led to Hitler's defeat was because he was fighting 

on too many war fronts. Therefore, if Nigerians are not all 

involved in chasing away the so-called unknown gunmen, and 

every part of the country experiences unrest, it will be difficult 

for the nation to defeat the terrorists.

Remarks of Co-Chairman, Comrade Hassan 

Sunmonu

Comrade Hassan Adebayo Sunmonu, pioneer President of the 

Nigeria  Labour Congress, expressed delight and optimism 

about the future of Nigeria. Comrade Sunmonu who spoke in 

parables was of the view that one cannot treat Leprosy with the 

medicine of rashes and expect it to cure the disfiguring disease. 

In other words, he was of the opinion that the current system of 

government is not sustainable and useful in tackling the 

problems of the nation.

He further discoursed on the governance of the country as it 

cannot function without true federalism. In essence, he 

attributed the challenges of insecurity and other agitations to 

the way Nigeria has become structured and called for an urgent 

restructuring of the country.

Furthermore, he  clarified  that  the  Federal  Government of 

Nigeria is nothing of such as it is operating a unitary system of 

government instead of a federal system. In other words, he 

queried the lop sidedness in the functioning of Nigeria.

He averred that it was God's plan for Nigeria to be one. 

Therefore, it was imperative for the Government to be fair and 

just to enable the country to grow. This hinged the problem of 

insecurity on the failure of the Government. Hence, he 

challenged the management of the power sector and pointed 

out the need to tackle the problem facing the sector.

He concluded by advocating for a return to the parliamentary 

system of government, which would be more manageable to 

replace the present presidential system.

Goodwill Messages

Goodwill messages were received from Mr Boss Mustapha, 

Secretary to the Government of the Federation (SGF); 

Comrade Adams Aliyu Oshiomhiole; Honourable Minister of 

State for Labour and Employment, Mr Festus Keyamo; 

President of Trade Union Congress of Nigeria; the 

representative of the Chief of Defence Staff; and representative 

of the Chairman of NDLEA.

Specifically, Comrade Adams Oshiomhole restated that he was 

an unrepentant believer in one Nigeria and that in any part of 

Nigeria, one will see the oppressed and their oppressors.
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He  advised that all Nigerians should  organise against the 

oppressors.  He  criticised  the  non-implementation  of  

theN30,000 minimum wage.   He said that the governors are 

united against the workers in the area of welfare and minimum 

wage. He described himself as a labour man in politics and 

criticised the social security system of the country. He went 

ahead to say that there are no jobs and the existing ones do not 

provide any form of social security.

He asked who were the bandits? He pointed out that children 

who were not educated and are not employed have become 

bandits. He also postulated that the 35,000 sacked workers in 

Kaduna State were unjustly sacked by the state government 

and that they shall soon join the army of existing bandits to 

terrorise the country. He was of the view that such a mass sack 

could constitute insecurity.

He emphasised the creation of jobs. He advised that the NLC 

should expose legislators engaging the business of anti-labour 

laws especially the decentralisation of minimum wage.   He 

urged the NLC to confront such legislators and Governors with 

constructive and superior arguments to demystify their false 

postulations.

He was of the belief that the NLC should not negotiate the 

implementation of the national minimum wage with the 

Governors but confront them as it was a matter of right as 

provided by the constitution which is the grundnorm of our 

laws. He recalled that when he was a Governor in Edo State, the 

minimum wage was 18,000 but he raised that of Edo State to 

25,000 which was above that of the Federal Government.

Summit Paper Presentation

The lead paper presentation was by Professor Etannibi Alemika 

of the University of Jos on the theme, "Overcoming the Siege of 

Insecurity in Nigeria: Imperatives of Human and Physical 

Security.”

The discussions were from IGP Solomon Arase, rtd; Professor 

Khalifa Dikwa, of the University of Maiduguri; Mr Hamid 

Abbo, MFR, mni, a Retired Director of DSS; Professor Joy 

Onyesoh, the International President of WILPF; and General 

G.A. Wahab, Rtd - DG, NARC.

The lead paper noted that human security has several 

dimensions including the following:

. Personal Security and Safety: Protection against 

harm to life and loss of property

. Social Security: Guaranteed access to adequate and 

appropriate food, nutrition, shelter, health care, 

education or functional literacy as well as participation in 

and benefit from socio-cultural processes in the country,

. Economic Security: Opportunities for the acquisition 

of skills, employment, income sufficient to satisfy basic 

needs, protection against poverty, and low inter-personal 

and inter-group economic inequalities,
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. Political Security: Democratic system of governance 

capable of protecting rule of law, fundamental rights and 

liberties, guarantee of inclusive participation in the 

political process, and protection against wars and civil 

disorder,

. Environmental Security:  Development of  

environment, utilization and conservation of natural and 

environmental resources for the wellbeing of present and 

future generations,

. National Security: Capacity of the state and 

government to protect citizens; core values, interests, 

institutions and critical assets; sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of the country from external aggression and 

internal or domestic subversion

. Transnational or Global Security: Absence of 

threats to regional and global economic and political 

stability.

He made the point that the manifestations of insecurity under 

the human security paradigm include traditional concern 

about the protection of the territorial sovereignty of the state, 

personal safety of citizens and security of their property as well 

as protection from poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, famine 

and starvation. It also includes socio-economic and political e x 

c l u s i o n   a n d   d e p r i v a t i o n s ,   e t h n i c   a n d   r e l i g i o u s 

discriminations and repression, political oppression, adverse 

health status, epidemics, human rights violations.

He made it clear that to achieve and sustain development and 

security, state policy-makers must mainstream or integrate 

these goals of human security into their policies and 

programmes on political and economic development.

Contemporary security challenges in Nigeria

Prof. Alemika argued that Nigeria is experiencing complex and 

multi-dimensional manifestations of insecurity, which can be 

broadly classified as criminal violence, economic and financial 

crimes and political crimes as follow:

. Violent  Crimes:  Insurgency   and   terrorism,   armed 

robbery, banditry, violent conflicts between herders and 

farmers, criminal gang and cult violence, violent conflicts 

among and across ethnic, religious and communal 

groups, sexual violence, murder and kidnapping by 

terrorists.

. Economic and Financial Crimes: Corruption, 

embezzlement, money laundering, advanced fee fraud, 

kidnapping for ransom, transnational crimes of 

trafficking in persons, drugs and arms, human and 

trafficking, counterfeiting, human smuggling, fraud, 

theft and burglary.

. Political Crimes: Violation of human rights by 

individuals, groups, organisations and officials of 

government, electoral fraud and violence and 

suppression or disregard of the rule of law.
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He restated that the security challenges in Nigeria can be 

traced to the deficit of effective and accountable leadership, po 

or governance, distorted, under-developed and mismanaged 

economy; contentious politics, weak, unaccountable and 

incapable institutions, corruption and impunity; and a cult of 

political predators that thrive on plundering public treasury 

and the promotion of ethnic and religious divisions, prejudice 

and violence. He aptly observed that the Nigerian political and 

economic structures and relations are characterised by:

… elite contention, social polarization, institutional 

dysfunction, and economic malaise … feeble, unsteady 

institutions; squabbling among political leaders and 

factions; and an elite that most Nigerians see as distant,  

selfish  and  lacking  in  integrity. The economy 

languishes amid unsteady revenues, oppressive debt, 

anaemic investment, rampant corruption, and 

ineffectual policies. Basic questions about national 

identity and the country's federal compact beleaguer 

the political process. Mounting social violence, 

reflecting ethnic, religious, regional and political 

tensions, feed a rising sense of insecurity and crises.

The above conditions are created, nurtured and sustained by 

the character of the political economy of the country that fails 

to guarantee human and national security and development.

Also, that the seeds of insecurity in the country were planted 

over a long period and it grew to its present existential threat to 

human and national security. When the seeds of insecurity 

were germinating, appropriate policies and effective actions 

were not taken to uproot them. In some cases, policies of 

government and actions of persons in the top-level decision- 

making bodies of the state applied fertilisers to the seeds of 

disunity and insecurity. The failure to implement appropriate 

responses  to curtail the developing  vortex of conflicts and 

violence in the country may be attributed to the quality of 

leadership at all levels and sectors of Nigerian society.

Promoting and protecting sustainable human 

security

The presenter stated that peace and security are multi- 

dimensional phenomena and are cornerstones of society. 

Therefore, attaining and sustaining human security requires 

several political, economic and social policies, programmes 

and practices. Among such are:

. Socio-cultural and political socialisation and incentives 

for the internalisation of the virtues and values that 

promote and protect human dignity and solidarity; 

patriotism, compliance with laws enacted for security, 

order, as well as effective and accountable democratic 

governance of society;

. Appropriate policies and investment in human 

development to guarantee availability and accessibility of 

qualitative public education and health care services to 

ensure high literacy and health status, which are 
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prerequisite to inclusive and effective participation of 

persons in all levels and sectors of society;

. Empowerment and inclusive participation of every 

person and group at all levels in the economic and socio-

political processes and activities of society;

. Economic system that is capable of sustaining growth 

with equity due to high productivity that generates 

employment and ensures reduction in poverty and 

deprivations;

. Creating conducive conditions for sustainable 

development in the real sector of the economy;

. Promote knowledge economy through partnerships 

among government, industry and tertiary institutions as 

is being championed by the Tertiary Education Trust 

Fund

. Adequate investment in infrastructure, through 

appropriate policies and partnerships, required for 

economic growth with inclusion and equity, industrial 

production, vibrant and efficient commercial, financial 

and service sectors for high living standards;

. Reforms in the oil sector to guarantee self-reliance in oil 

refining through appropriate legislation and incentives 

for small and medium scale refining plants using 

appropriate and safe technologies, which promote the 

participation of local entrepreneurs in oil-producing 

states, generate employment, reduce poverty, guarantee 

stable supply at reasonable costs;

. Educational system that continuously generates 

appropriate knowledge and technology for prevention 

and mitigation of threats to human and national security 

and development;

. Socio-political orientation and mobilisation towards the 

promotion and protection of accountable, responsive and 

efficient democratic governance that promote human 

security;

. Promotion of multi-layered identities through multiple 

associational membership and participation that cut 

across ethnic and religious identities

. Enhancing transparency and accountability of the 

institutions of government at all levels;

. Promotion and protection of fundamental freedoms and 

rule of law;

. Free  channels of dialogue and communication between 

the government and citizens;

. Identification, strengthening, mobilisation and 

coordination of the energies and resilience of citizens and 

groups against insecurity;

. Strengthening of the capacity, capability, responsiveness, 

oversight and accountability of security, intelligence, 
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police and other criminal justice and strategic regulatory 

agencies;

. Constitutional framework for a democratic and 

participatory local government system with adequate 

autonomy, powers and resources as well as effective 

accountability mechanisms

. Inter-religious rivalry and partisan government 

patronage are hindrances to nation-building and 

peaceful co-existence. Government should leave the 

religious space to religious institutions. The 

constitutional provisions on freedom of religion, non-

religious discrimination, and non-involvement of 

government in the implementation or administration of 

religious programmes, institutions and laws should be 

strengthened and scrupulously enforced. Religious 

institutions and laws should be administered by the 

religious organizations with their resources within the 

context of voluntary associational life.

. Appointment and upgrading of traditional rulers as well 

as the repressive conduct of some are sources of 

communal conflict. In some cases, such appointment and 

upgrading create and sustain internal colonialism which 

is resisted by violence. Government should leave the 

management of traditional institutions to the different 

cultural groups to which they belong as cultural heritage. 

A republican system cannot continue to harbour feudal 

institutions.

. Government should establish and maintain effective 

mechanisms for monitoring, identifying and responding 

to early warning signs.

. The government and civil society should develop capacity 

for conflict prevention, mitigation, mediation and 

resolution.

. Appropriate constitutional, legal and policy frameworks 

should be evolved to handle conflicts over economic and 

natural resources such as oil, solid mineral, fish pond, 

farm and grazing land;

He advised the Nigerian Labour Congress in partnership with 

the Trade Union Congress and progressive trade unions, 

professional associations and civil society organisations to 

develop a Charter of Demand on the Government and partner 

with it in achieving the following:

. Guaranteeing compulsory and free qualitative basic 

education of nine years schooling.

. Available and accessible qualitative secondary and 

tertiary education.

. Available and accessible qualitative and efficient health 

care system.

. Creation of conditions conducive to economic 

development with equity capable of generating 

sustainable high employment and poverty reduction 

rates.
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. Reversal of violations of economic objectives in chapter 

two of the Constitution, where feasible and desirable.

. P u r s u i t  o f  e c o n o m i c  d e v e l o p m e n t  t h r o u g h  

industrialisation, promotion of knowledge economy and 

efficient service sectors.

. Implementation of the social objectives, including social 

protection measures enshrined in chapter two of the 

Constitution.

. Political education on civic duties of citizens as enshrined 

in chapter two of the constitutions and social-democratic 

governance values and principles.

. Implementation of policies to promote self-reliance in 

local refining of petroleum products; safe exploitation of 

mineral resources and restoration of mining sites.

. Strengthening of local government administration.

Strengthening the Nigeria Security System

The presenter recommended the following as measures to 

strengthening the Nigeria security system:

. The capacity and capability of the Nigerian armed forces, 

security and criminal justice agencies need to be 

constantly assessed in light of prevailing security 

dynamics. That the Nigerian security agencies are 

overwhelmed by the scale, complexity, and diversity of 

the manifestations of insecurity in the country. He noted 

that there is a gross deficit in the capacity and capability of 

the security agencies required to effectively and 

efficiently combat the current insecurities in the country. 

That the lack of necessary capacity and capability by the 

security forces has adversely affected their efforts to 

combat the insecurities in the country and led to 

increasing erosion of confidence in the government to 

protect the country and its citizens, as well as the 

construction of conspiracy theories of collaboration, 

allegations  of  corruption  and  indifference  by  some  

topofficials of government and armed forces. Inadequate 

capability and poor management of available resources 

are major constraints on combating insecurity in the 

country.

. The federal government should engage the public in 

transparent dialogue and acknowledge its constraints so 

that it can mobilise citizens to support efforts at 

combating the multi-faceted and worsening insecurities 

in the country. That the President should liberally employ 

constitutional resources such as the Council of the State; 

National Defence Council, National Security Council and 

the Police Council for consultation, advice and 

consensus- building. This he said will considerably 

moderate the perception and allegation of indifference 

and collusion against the Presidency and foster national 

consensus over the measures and resources required to 

defeat insecurity in the country.
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. He noted that the Nigeria Police Force (NPF) is the lead 

internal security service but it is poorly equipped in all 

areas - personnel, material, modern intelligence and 

investigation equipment and skills, and operation. That 

its inadequate personnel are depleted without 

replacement because  of  irregular recruitment, which  

has led  to the closure of many police posts.

. Similarly, he remarked that the intelligence, investigation 

and operational capability of the NPF are grossly 

inadequate due to insufficient resources. Deficits in 

training, modern policing competence and technologies 

and   strategic   leadership   are   some   of   the   problems 

encountered by the Force. The intelligence, investigation 

and operational planning and execution capability of the 

Nigeria Police Force and the State Security Service (SSS) 

should be continuously strengthened.

. The Nigeria police should recruit junior officers annually. 

Recruitment should be greater than those leaving the 

service during the year by at least a margin of 10%.    That 

the strength of an organisation is depleted by resignation, 

retirement, death, incapacitation, termination and 

dismissal. In a situation where there is no recruitment for 

five years, the depletion of the staff strength is significant 

with serious consequences for the effectiveness of the 

Force.

. Other security agencies should also recruit annually at 

least to replace the outflow personnel or maintain optimal 

strength. The training, supervision, civil ity,  

responsiveness, accountability and motivation of officers 

on junior and intermediate cadres who constitute 'street 

and beat personnel' are critical to efficient, equitable and 

impartial security services delivery.

. The  multiplicity of policing and vigilante groups created 

and maintained by state and local governments as well as 

the proliferation of militias, and arm-bearing vigilantes, 

often in violation of the law. That there is a need for a 

national constitutional and statutory framework to 

regulate the establishment, operations and dissolution of 

armed security providers established by sub-national 

states. Non-state security providers should be duly 

regulated and supervised through the registration and of 

groups and biometric database of their operatives.

. That the deployment of the military in special operations 

and task forces in virtually all the states of the Federation 

constitutes a threat to the professionalism of the armed 

forces. It also has the prospect of civilianisation of the 

military and the militarization of society. He called for the 

need to reverse the trend and that the existing law 

enforcement agencies should be rationalised by removing 

duplication of functions, duties and powers to make them 

more effective and accountable as well as eliminating 

redundancy, waste and inter-agency conflicts.

. The Police Mobile Force (PMF) should be re- 

professionalised and strengthened in accordance with its 

original roles in the establishment law which may be 
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reviewed in light of changing circumstances. Members of 

the PMF should not be deployed as escorts and 

bodyguards to the powerful and wealthy persons in 

society. The establishment of an intermediate force 

between the Nigeria Police Force and the Armed Forces 

deserve urgent consideration.

. There is an urgent need for the establishment and 

maintenance of functional and efficient industry for the 

production of different equipment, arms and 

ammunition in the country. These may be achieved 

through several approaches, including strengthening the 

production capacity of the Defence Industries 

Corporation, incentives to private sector companies with 

the potential for production of appropriate equipment. 

The country should aim at achieving a reasonable level of 

self-reliance in arms and military equipment production 

within the next ten years by strengthening research and 

development, and partnerships.

. Politicisation of the country's security and criminal 

justice agencies should be avoided. A professional and 

efficient human resources management system should be 

established for the agencies. Recruitment, promotion, 

appointment and deployment should be determined by 

possession of appropriate competence and demonstrated 

meritorious performance. An effective system for 

intelligence sharing; joint operations; communication, 

collaboration and coordination among security agencies 

should be established and sustained.

In lieu of a conclusion, the paper summed up the currently 

widespread and complex problems of insecurity in Nigeria, 

which can be attributed to several factors, especially the 

scarcity of socio-economic opportunities; exclusion of the 

majority of citizens from available resources and entitlements 

in society,  resulting in widespread poverty and 

disenchantment; inequality of access to critical human 

development and welfare services (education, health care, 

employment, social protection and safety nets) leading to 

alienation of citizens from government; weak, unaccountable, 

irresponsive and captured state institutions as well as negative 

identity politics.

Security and peace are desired, even by warriors and their 

sponsors, because they look forward to enjoying the spoils of 

war. Literature and research have identified several economic, 

political, socio-demographic and cultural factors that 

positively influence the attainment and sustainability of 

security and peacefulness in a country (Huang and Throsby 

2011: 8; World Health Organisation 2012. The factors that have 

been identified in the literature include:

. Strong democratic governance capacity, capability and 

legitimacy as well as effective political, economic and 

social institutions and leadership;

. High level of sustainable prosperity indicated by very low 

unemployment and poverty rates;

. High per capita income and low inequality in income 

distribution;
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. Consistent economic growth through high productivity in 

the real, knowledge and service sectors of the economy;

. Global competitiveness in international trade;

. Low incidence and prevalence of corruption in public and 

private sectors;

. Promotion and protection of fundamental rights, 

liberties and  rule of law by citizens, groups, organisations 

and government at all levels of society;

. Qualitative  and  globally  competitive  education  that  is 

relevant to the sustainable development of society and 

accessible to citizens without unwarranted constraints;

. High health status, including the low incidence of infant 

and maternal morbidity and mortality;

. Low   population   density   and   growth   rate   that   is 

significantly lower than the economic growth rate of the 

country

. Low incidence and prevalence of ethnic, cultural, 

religious and political prejudices, intolerance, 

discrimination and violence.

In the final analysis, Professor Alemika urged that Nigeria 

needs to review its development planning templates and goals, 

to mainstream these factors that promote human security.

Panellist Discussions

The presentation was discussed by Solomon Arase, former 

Inspector General of Police, Professor Khalifa Dikwa of the 

University of Maiduguri, Professor Joy Onyesoh, Hamid Abbo, 

former Director of the Department of State Security and 

General G. A. Wahab (rtd).

Solomon Arase, rtd was of the view that there was a need to 

promote the idea of making security agents accountable to civil 

authority as key to solving security challenges. He advocated 

for collectivism in holding security agents or operatives 

answerable to good public norms. He pointed out that 

abandoning the issue of security in the hand of a few or a single 

individual tantamount to disloyalty.

Prof. Khalifa Dikwa condemned the sack of 35,000 workers 

in Kaduna State and described it as a violation of human rights. 

According to him the consequences of the sack would be 

poverty and insecurity. He posited that if the employer fails to 

pay the workers due on the table, someday the workers will pay 

themselves under the table. He was particularly critical of the 

non-payment of minimum wage and other benefits. He 

reminisced that he had advised the Government on the 

challenges of security as he had foreseen the possibility of the 

emergence of insecurity in 1984.
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The presentation was discussed by Solomon Arase, former 
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University of Maiduguri, Professor Joy Onyesoh, Hamid Abbo, 

former Director of the Department of State Security and 

General G. A. Wahab (rtd).

Solomon Arase, rtd was of the view that there was a need to 
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for collectivism in holding security agents or operatives 

answerable to good public norms. He pointed out that 

abandoning the issue of security in the hand of a few or a single 

individual tantamount to disloyalty.

Prof. Khalifa Dikwa condemned the sack of 35,000 workers 

in Kaduna State and described it as a violation of human rights. 

According to him the consequences of the sack would be 

poverty and insecurity. He posited that if the employer fails to 

pay the workers due on the table, someday the workers will pay 

themselves under the table. He was particularly critical of the 

non-payment of minimum wage and other benefits. He 

reminisced that he had advised the Government on the 

challenges of security as he had foreseen the possibility of the 

emergence of insecurity in 1984.
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Prof. Joy Onyesoh who tagged his presentation as a concrete 

solution to the problem of insurgency, lamented the way 

Nigeria's domestic affairs imitate the policies of foreign 

nations. He decried the level of corruption by the leaders.  She 

observed that Nigeria was not for those who are sleeping and 

those who cannot tell the truth.

Hamid Abbo observed that the type of insecurity in the 

country was one based on religion. He advocated for the 

devolution of power to the local areas to check the porous 

borders of the country. He posited that joblessness and lack of 

social security for youths can lead to insecurity.

He went further to advance the argument against the abuse of 

social media as one of the triggers and causes of insecurity. He 

cautioned social media operators to desist from posting an 

event where money is displayed to avoid giving information to 

criminals. He also advised the importance of intelligence 

collection and necessary legislation to strengthen the process 

of finding solutions to the insurgency.

Mr. Abbo was of the view that greater synergy between the 

Federal Government and stakeholders in civil society was 

necessary and should be encouraged.  In addition to having a 

capable armed forces, he urged the Federal Government to 

listen to meaningful agitation from communities and groups. 

According to him, such agitations unattended could lead 

people take to arms.

Finally, he urged the NLC to downplay the strike and picketing 

options and strive towards voluntarism in carrying out union 

duty. In conclusion, he counselled the NLC to collaborate with 

the security agencies to fight crime.

General G. A. Wahab (rtd), was of the view that the two 

hundred million Nigerians cannot be easily protected by the 

few numbers of security agents. He stressed the need for state 

Governors to allow the Local Governments to function. He was 

particular about the devolution of power and cautioned the 

Government against the non-implementation of agreed policy 

guidelines.

On the issue of the Police, he stated that the Police Force should 

be allowed to do their work. He advised against the situation 

where Policemen and Women had been taken over by the rich 

as body guards and orderlies.
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Interventions from the Participants 
and Responses

One contributor from NASU remarked that he has been 

listening to all manners of presentations and discussions on 

Nigeria problems but no action and solution have been 

proffered. This could account for why the problems of 

insecurity and lack of social security remain unabated. He 

urged the Secretary to the Government of the Federation Mr 

Boss Mustapha to intervene with the FG to listen to the people.

Another contributor Comrade Uche Ekwe responded to the 

statement of Mr Hamid Abbo on how to handle strike and 

picketing. He faulted the position and pointed out that strikes 

and picketing are lawful and legitimate instruments of 

organised labour in confronting the oppression of the 

employers. Therefore, strikes and picketing are lawful for 

workers as their weapon of last resort. He emphasised that are 

workers' rights embodied in the labour law and Constitution of 

Nigeria and the fears of authoritarian holders of political 

power.

The former DSS Director intervened to clear the air on the 

divergent perspectives created in the course of his discussion. 

He stated that his position was misunderstood and 

misconstrued. He denied that he condemned the NLC on the 

matter of strike and picketing as he was aware of those rights of 

workers and that they are statutory. He went ahead to state that 

his comment on strike and picket was mere advice to the NLC to 

exercise caution when embarking on strikes and picketing.

Report and Workers Perspective

Special Report and Presentation of Workers 

Perspective on the Humanitarian Angle of the 

Insurgency in North-East Nigeria by Chairperson, 

NLC Borno State Council.

The Summit received the Special Report by Comrade Bulama 

Abiso, Chairperson, NLC Borno State Council about the 

Perspective Workers on the Humanitarian Angle of the 

Insurgency in North-East Nigeria.

Comrade Abiso reported that over the last decade, the 

Northeast sub-region has been bedevilled by the offensive 

action and violence by a non-state armed group popularly 

known as Boko Haram. The Boko Haram insurgency in Borno 

State has destroyed the lives of millions of people and workers, 

especially, forcing them to flee their homes and lose access to 

their livelihoods. On the one hand, a disproportionate response 

by security forces against civilians also aggravated the conflict. 

On the other, displaced communities are almost entirely reliant 

on humanitarian aid and Government support. The acute 

scarcity of food and other items of consumption exasperates 

the other peaceable community interrelations. All this 

underpin the manifest religious and ethnic tensions, as well as 

creating rivalries in the various communities. The devastation 

wreaked by the insurgent group has generated intense fear 
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among community members and security forces alike. The 

recent resurgence in violence over the last quarter of 2020 and 

the first quarter of 2021 heightened fears about the group's 

capacity and deadly intentions. The lives and comfort of 

workers have continued to be at intense risk, survivors of 

conflict and sexual violence continue to carry a heavy cultural 

stigma for the victims.

Citizens are killed, kidnapped, maimed and there is a dearth of 

services specifically tailored to address the trauma they have 

experienced, which leads to compounding their psychological 

distress. In this context, many victims of the conflict isolate 

themselves from their communities, while some are at the risk 

of being recruited by Boko Haram.

The continued social fragmentation and distrust, coupled with 

the ongoing broader violence, is a clear barrier to peace and 

security. In sum, the situation prevents communities from 

working together to address the root causes of conflict among 

themselves and risks generating new tensions and violence.

As a result of the conflict, the NLC in Borno State has engaged 

in so many activities including street protests, visitation to IDP 

camps to donate relief material; organizing workshops on 

trauma counselling. The objective is to build the resilience of 

unions. The effort has received the help of the American 

Solidarity Centre. Also, the Borno workers have come up with a 

Charter of Demands for front line workers with the assistance 

of Public Service International (PSI). The State Council also 

issued joint press releases with NECSOB on the way forward in 

the state. Generally, more than 50,000 people were killed as a 

result of insurgency, banditry, kidnapping and over 20 

thousand families have lost their breadwinners making the 

population of widows and orphans to be at increase. The 

Nigerian workers are increasingly confronted with the 

following challenges which require quick and immediate 

action.   Some of the challenges are:

. Workers were and are still prime targets of terror groups 

either on the highways, in their localities or their places of 

work. In most instances, they hide their identities against 

the armed groups for the fear of being kidnapped and 

killed.

. In Borno State alone, more than 700 workers were killed 

and   about  548  of  them  were  school  teachers. These 

gruesome  harms  are  posing  a  threat  not  only  to  the  

population of teachers but also, the overall 

underdevelopment of the educational sector.

. More  than  2  million  people  including  workers  are 

displaced, forcing them to take refuge in IDP camps and 

some instances squatting with other families.

. Places of work were also the main targets of destructive 

attacks thus, making the workplaces non-conducive to 

productive labour.

. Borno State is overburdened by the humanitarian crisis. 

Workers' welfare such as annual increments and 

promotional benefits are no longer considered items 

meriting priority attention.
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. Exorbitant cost of goods and services leading to high 

conditions of living.

. Overstretched and obsolete working facilities.

. Little  or  no  compensation  to  families  of  deceased  or 

abducted workers in the line of duty.

. Trauma, depression and distress are fast and immensely 

affecting the productivity of workers.

. Proliferation of arms and ammunition are increasing in 

the Lake Chad area due to the porosity of the Sahel.

. There is a high rise in the prevalence of child abuse, child 

labour and gender-based violence.

In view of the above, Comrade Abiso called on the Government 

and all other actors to deploy a multi-stakeholder approach in 

bringing a definite end to the ongoing and lingering challenges 

around the security sector to reduce the rate of havoc to the 

Nigerian people generally and the Nigerian workers, in 

particular. Therefore,

. As a matter of urgency, the Government needs to review 

the current tactics of the ongoing fight against insurgency 

to  annihilate  the  insurgent  group  and  avoid  further 

damage.

. Government should deploy dialogue and mediation with 

aggrieved parties as a way of bringing a lasting end to the 

ongoing conflicts.

. Building trust between civilians and security agencies for 

information and intelligence sharing.

. Full collaboration with the civilian joint task force 

(CJTF), Hunters, Vigilante groups with Security forces 

are required.

. Traditional rulers should consult constantly.

. Use  of modern technology in fighting war should be a 

priority of the Armed Forces.

. In order to attend to the growing trauma and frustration 

experienced by victims, the NLC should initiate Victims 

Welfare Fund by urging all workers to donate 1% of their 

basic salary.

. Families  of the deceased should be supported and those 

with unsettled benefits should be helped to enable their 

families to cater for their every day needs.

. Workers should be adequately protected irrespective of 

whether they work in rural or urban areas.

. Remuneration of workers should be judiciously and 

timely provided

In conclusion, I will like to call on the Government at all level to 

prioritize the safety and security workers; all of us to remember 

the families or colleagues who lost their lives in the line of duty. 

Believe me, some of the survivors are not finding the path of life 

as easy as we may imagine. Thank  you  and  may  God  protect  

the  Federal  Republic  of Nigeria.
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The Borno State Chairman of the NLC, Comrade Bulama Abiso 

returned to the podium later to narrate the ordeal of workers 

amidst the security challenges in the State. He described it as 

the worst crime in the history of our country. He explained the 

contribution being made by Solidarity Centre in assisting some 

communities who were victims of the insurgency

He decried the proliferation of arms and ammunition and 

disclosed that child abuse and drug abuse are on the rise. He 

informed the Summit that his in-law was attacked and taken 

into captivity with many others for many hours. He repeated 

the call for the security agencies to urgently interpose in the 

security situation and pleaded with the Federal Government to 

bridge the gap between the civilians and the security agents.

Closing

There was a symbolic match in honour of those who died in the 

course of work and those who suffer occupational work 

accident in commemoration of the International Day of Health 

and Safety. Tributes were paid to the fallen workers and 

citizens with a candlelight procession with a call for the 

improvement of the work environment and guarantee the 

safety of workers.

Finally, the vote of thanks was moved by the Acting General 

Secretary, Comrade Bello Ismail to bring the summit to a close.

Recommendations Of The Second NLC 
Peace And Security Summit 2021

In the end, far-reaching broad and specific recommendations 

were made.

National Security Recommendations

1. The capacity and capability of the Nigerian armed forces, 

security and criminal justice agencies need to be 

constantly assessed in light of prevailing security 

dynamics.

2. The Federal Government should engage the Nigerian 

public in a transparent dialogue and acknowledge the 

constraints of the trust deficit of the people so that the 

Government can fully mobilise citizens to support all 

efforts at combating the multi-faceted and worsening 

insecurities in the country.

3. That  the  President  of  Nigeria,  Muhammadu  Buhari 

should liberally employ constitutional resources such as 

the Council of the State, National Defence Council, 

National Security Council and the Police Council for 

thorough consultation, advice and consensus-building. 

This will considerably moderate the perception and 
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allegation against the Presidency of either indifference or 

collusion and thus, foster national consensus for the 

measures and resources required to rout insecurity in the 

country.

4. It was noted that the Nigeria Police Force as the lead 

internal security service is poorly equipped in all areas - 

personnel, material, modern intelligence and 

investigation equipment and skills, and so, deficient in 

her operation. The inadequate personnel are depleted 

without replacement because of irregular recruitment, 

which has led to the closure of many police posts. 

Similarly, the intelligence, investigation and operational 

capability of the Police are grossly inadequate due to 

insufficient resources. Deficits in training, modern 

policing competence and technologies and strategic 

leadership are some of the problems encountered by the 

Force.   The   strength   of   the   Police   is   depleted   by 

resignation, retirement, death, incapacitation, 

termination and dismissal.

5. Therefore,  the  Nigeria  Police  should  recruit  junior 

officers annually. The rate of recruitment should be 

greater than those leaving the service during the year by at 

least a margin of 10%.  In a situation where there is no 

recruitment for five years, the depletion of the staff 

strength is significant with serious consequences for the 

effectiveness of the Force.

6. Other security agencies should also recruit annually at 

least to replace the outflow personnel or maintain optimal  

strength.  This  is  significant  as  the  training, 

supervision, civility, responsiveness, accountability and 

motivation of officers on junior and intermediate cadres 

who constitute 'street and beat personnel' are critical to 

efficient, equitable and impartial security services 

delivery.

7. The intelligence, investigation and operational planning 

and execution capability of the Nigeria Police Force and 

the State Security Service (SSS) should be continuously 

strengthened.

8. There is an acute need for intelligence gathering and 

necessary legislation should be enacted in the quest for 

solutions to the insurgency. Correspondingly, the Federal 

Government should listen to meaningful agitation from 

communities and groups and reach out for civilised 

engagements with them.

9. The multiplicity of policing and vigilante groups created 

and maintained by State and Local Governments as well 

as the proliferation of militias, and arm-bearing 

vigilantes,   often   results   in   violation   of   the   law.      

Consequently,  there is a need for a national 

constitutional and statutory framework to regulate the 

establishment, operations and dissolution of armed 

security providers established by sub-national states. 

Non-state security providers should be duly regulated 

and supervised through the registration and of groups 

and biometric database of their operatives.
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10. That   the   deployment   of   the   military   in   special 

operations and task forces in virtually all the States of the 

Federation constitutes a major threat to the 

professionalism of the armed forces. It also has the 

prospect of civilianisation of the military and the 

militarization of society. Therefore, the need to reverse 

the trend and the obstacles in existing law enforcement 

agencies should be tackled and rationalised by removing 

duplication of functions, duties and powers to make them 

more effective and accountable as well as eliminating 

redundancy, waste and inter-agency conflicts.

11. The Police Mobile Force should be re-professionalised 

and strengthened in accordance with its original roles. 

The PMF establishment law should be reviewed in light of 

changing circumstances. Members of the PMF should not 

be deployed as escorts and bodyguards to the powerful 

and wealthy persons in society. The point is clear for  the 

establishment of an intermediate force between the 

Nigeria Police Force and the Armed Forces deserve urgent 

consideration.

12. The politicization of the country's security and criminal 

justice agencies should be avoided. A professional and 

efficient human resources management system should be 

established for the security agencies. The recruitment, 

promotion, appointment and deployment should  be  

determined  by  possession  of  appropriate competence   

and  demonstrated meritorious performance. An   

effective system for intelligence sharing, joint operations, 

communication, collaboration and coordination among 

security agencies should be established and sustained.

13. The Nigeria Police Force should be allowed to do their 

work. The situation of Policemen and women being taken 

over by the rich as bodyguards and orderlies should end.

Recommendations of Socio-Economic 

Significance

14. There  is  an  urgent  need  for  the  establishment  and 

maintenance of functional and efficient military and arms 

industry for the production of different equipment, arms 

and ammunition in the country. This could be achieved 

through multiple approaches, including strengthening 

the production capacity of the Defence Industries 

Corporation and incentivisation of private sector 

companies with the potential for production of 

appropriate equipment. The country should aim at 

achieving a reasonable level of self-reliance in arms and 

military equipment productions within the next ten years 

by strengthening research and development, and 

partnerships.

15. The   political   leaders   should   demonstrate   strong 

democratic governance capacity, capability and so, enjoy 

legitimacy as well as maintain effective political, 

economic and social institutions and result-oriented 

leadership.
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16. There should be consistent economic growth through 

high productivity in the real, knowledge and service 

sectors of the economy.

17. The State Governors should allow the Local Governments 

to function and respect the devolution of power and 

ensure effective implementation of policy guidelines.

18. There is an urgent need for social media operators to 

desist from spreading fake news and elevating rumour 

peddling into a norm.

19. There  should  be  qualitative  and  globally  competitive 

education that is relevant to the sustainable development 

of society and accessible to citizens without unwarranted 

constraints.

20. There   should   be   promotion   and   protection   of 

fundamental rights, liberties and rule of law by citizens, 

groups, organisations and government at all levels of 

society.

Recommendations for Trade Unions and Civil 

Society Action

21. The NLC should organise against the oppressors of the 

working people. The defective and large swathe of state 

actors in the non-implementation of the N30,000 

minimum wage should be resisted.

22. The NLC  should confront Legislators and Governors with 

constructive and superior arguments on all contentious 

socio-economic matters to demystify every false 

statement and anti-labour assertion. Accordingly, rather 

than negotiate minimum wage issues with the Governors, 

it is more appropriate to confront them as the national 

minimum wage was a matter of right and law, and 

enshrined in the Constitution, the grundnorm of our 

country.

23. The Nigerian Labour Congress in partnership with the 

Trade Union Congress and progressive trade unions, 

professional associations and civil society organisations 

should develop a charter of demand for the Government 

and enter into partnerships with all allies in achieving the 

following:

i. Guaranteed compulsory and free qualitative basic 

education of nine years schooling;

ii. Availability and access of qualitative secondary and 

tertiary education;

iii.   Affordable and accessible qualitative and efficient 

health care system;

iv. Creation   of   conditions   conducive   to   economic 

development with equity that is capable of 

generating sustainable high employment outcome 

and reduce the astronomically high poverty rates;
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND 

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY FOR 

THE SECOND NLC PEACE AND 

SECURITY SUMMIT 2021

v.    Redress  for  violations  of  economic  objectives  in 

Chapter Two of the Constitution;

vi. Pursuit of economic development through 

industrialisation, promotion of knowledge economy 

and efficient service sectors;

vii.  Implementation of the social objectives, including 

social protection measures enshrined in Chapter 

Two of the Constitution;

viii. Political education on civic duties of citizens and 

social-democratic governance values and principles;

ix.   Implementation of policies to promote self-reliance 

in local refining of petroleum products; safe 

exploitation of mineral resources and restoration of 

mining sites;

x.    Strengthening of Local Government administration.
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Policy Recommendations And 
Implementation Strategy For The Second 

NLC Peace And Security Summit 2021

A.    PHYSICAL SECURITY

At the end of the 2nd NLC National Peace and Security Summit, 

the following broad and specific recommendations were made:

Policy Recommendations

1.     Manpower and Training

a. In light of the low police to citizens ratio in Nigeria 

and the expanding wave of insecurity, the Nigeria 

Police should recruit junior officers annually. The 

rate of recruitment should be close to the standard 

ratio of 1:450 of police officers to citizens.    This 

recommendation is imperative in the current 

situation where there has been steady retirement of 

police officers making the depletion of the staff 

strength very significant and presenting very 

serious consequences for the effectiveness of the 

Force;

b. The Army, Navy and Airforce should recruit best 

hands annually to replenish personnel outflow and 

maintain optimal strength. This is crucial as 

available manpower to security agencies is critical to 

efficient, effective and equitable security services 

delivery;

c. The recruitment of personnel into our armed forces 

should come through the fine comb of very rigorous 

background checks as criminal organizations would 

likely attempt to smuggle their operatives into 

Nigerian security services as moles with the 

objective of undermining security initiatives; and

d. Government  must  pay  premium  attention  to  the 

training of recruited security personnel. A poorly 

trained security personnel is worse than a depleted 

security manpower as the former would become an 

additional burden to the security objectives of the 

country. It is also important to prioritize continuous 

training for all cadres of security operatives in our 

armed services.

Implementation Strategy

a. The burden of recruitment and training of armed 

security personnel in Nigeria fall square on the 

shoulders of the Federal Government since the 

armed services fall under the exclusive legislative 

list of the Nigerian Constitution. The Federal 

Government should review the existing recruitment 

policies for the Police to ensure the current gaps of 

shortage in quality manpower for our armed 

services are addressed. To this end we recommend 
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annual recruitment into the Nigeria Police Force of 

Nigerians  with  a  minimum  qualification  of  five 

credits  in  Senior  Secondary  School  certification 

examinations or and a diploma;

b. The   Federal   Government   should   develop   a 

deliberate policy of annual recruitment for the 

Army, Navy and Air force.

c. States and Local Governments share the 

responsibility of mobilizing citizens with good 

moral and physical standing for recruitment into 

the armed services. The State and Local 

Governments can also play validation roles in the 

collation of background checks for potential 

recruits. They should also help create awareness for 

citizens with good standing and interest to offer 

their services to the security of the motherland; and

d. The Federal Government and State Governments 

should increase the budget for security personnel 

training and should enhance oversight on the use of 

the funds made available for training.

2.   Armament,  Equipping,  Intelligence  and 

Logistics

Policy Recommendations

a. It was noted during the Summit that the Nigeria 

Police Force as the lead internal security service is 

poorly equipped in all areas - personnel, material, 

modern intelligence and investigation equipment 

and skills, and so, deficient in her operation. There 

is thus a great need for the upscaling and 

improvement in the intelligence, investigation and 

operational capacity and capability of the Police. 

Basic operational equipment such as patrol 

vehicles, communication gadgets, protective wears, 

search and rescue tools, restraint devices, guns and 

bullets are should be available for deployment to 

crime scenes. There is also need to cure the deficits 

in facilities critical for effective training, 

investigation especially forensic analysis, and 

expertise for the diligent prosecution of 

apprehended criminals;

b. There  is  urgent  need  for  the  establishment  and 

maintenance of functional and efficient arms 

industry for the production of different equipment, 

arms and ammunition in the country. This could be 

achieved through multiple approaches, including 

strengthening the production capacity of the 

Defence Industries Corporation and incentivisation 

of private sector companies with the potential for 

production of appropriate equipment. The country 

should aim at achieving a reasonable level of self-

reliance in arms and military equipment production 

within the next ten years by strengthening research, 

development, and partnerships;
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c. Reports of widespread diversion of security votes 

into private pockets evidenced by the recent court 

trials of top military brass for embezzlement of 

armament funds is very bad optics for troop morale 

in the face of mounting security challenges in the 

country. We call for the review of the current secrecy 

that pervades the budgeting and appropriation of 

security votes. Appropriation of security votes 

should be passed through the normal budgetary 

processes in the legislature with very strong 

legislative oversight. There is also need for a review 

of the procurement process for arms and 

ammunitions used by the Nigerian Defence forces;

d. There is need for a national policy and action plan 

on security surveillance through the deployment 

and integration of security cameras and drones at 

strategic locations coupled with satellite image data 

optimization and analysis. The National Assembly 

should expedite legislative initiatives in this regard 

including mandating businesses and residential 

places in urban locations to install, operate and 

integrate security cameras into public mains. The 

use of Nigerian satellites in monitoring organized 

movement in rural areas and border routes should 

be fully optimized;

e. There  is  need  for  continuous,  transparent  and 

functional audit of the armament and ammunitions 

available to Nigeria's security services to determine 

their   storage   integrity,   ease   of   disposal,   and 

usefulness  in  combating  contemporary  security 

challenges; and

f. We also advocate a periodic audit of the capacity and 

capability of the Nigerian armed forces, security 

agencies and criminal justice system. The use of 

advanced technology should also be deployed in 

fighting crime. This has become crucial in light of 

the prevailing rapid transformations in security 

dynamics and transmutation of cross border 

attacks, urban crimes, rural banditry, kidnap for 

ransom, terrorism and sundry malfeasance in the 

Nigerian society.

Implementation Strategy

a. The Federal Government through relevant security 

agencies should take responsibility on agenda 

setting for policy initiatives on stock taking, 

procurement, training, storage, distribution and 

use of arms, ammunitions and advanced technology 

including drones for Nigerian security services. 

Initiatives such as the Police Equipment Fund 

should be expanded and or replicated into a broader 

Security Sector Equipment Fund. The Federal, 

State, Local Governments and Businesses, the latter 

as a social corporate responsibility, should fund the 

Security Equipment Funds. The Federal 
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Government should ensure that its annual budget 

augments  fully  shortfall  from  the  security  sector 

equipment fund;

b. The   Federal   Government   through   its   relevant 

agencies especially the Defence Industries 

Corporation, the Raw Materials Development 

Research Institute, PRODA and the Metallurgical 

Institute should collaborate to identify armaments 

which production expertise is available locally and 

develop same;

c. The  National  Assembly  should  work  with  the 

executive arm of government at the federal level to 

ensure that all relevant provisions of our laws 

especially the Constitution are amended to outlaw 

security votes. All security sector spending should 

pass through legislative oversight. The National 

Assembly should strengthen the Freedom of 

Information Act to eliminate secrecy around 

security sector spending. Anti-corruption agencies 

especially the EFCC and ICPC should be actively 

involved in the procurement process for security 

sector armament, training and logistics. Organized 

Labour, the Media and Civil Society Organizations 

should increase the monitoring and reporting on 

security sector funding. A Coalition of Labour, 

Media, Civil Society and Community Based 

Organizations should be established to facilitate 

and coordinate citizens initiatives on internal 

security;

d. The National Assembly should amend and or enact 

relevant laws to strengthen the deployment of 

security surveillance both as a deterrence for crime 

and as a tool for crime apprehension.   The Federal 

Government should diligently investigate and 

prosecute those responsible for the failure of past 

investments in security surveillance equipment, 

installation and operations;

e. The Federal Government should evolve a policy of 

annual audit of armaments and equipment for all 

security services in Nigeria; and

f. The   Federal   Government   should   undertake   a 

transparent annual audit of the performance of 

Nigeria's armed services and other para military 

organizations to assess successes and identify gaps 

for improved performance. The report of such audit 

should as a matter of law be transmitted to the 

National Assembly for necessary oversight actions. 

Organized Labour and the Civil Society should be 

carried along to ensure that the security audit 

process also incorporates citizens feedback and 

concerns.
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Implementation Strategy

– The Federal Government as part of its responsibility 

of coordinating security services should through the 

Ministry of Interior develop a collaboration policy 

manual with non-state security actors and also keep 

an updated database of all private security outfits in 

the country complete with biometric details of their 

operatives. The Federal Government should run 

periodic assessment of the performance of private 

security outfits in line with the overall strategic 

security objectives of the country;

– States   and   Local   Governments   as   part   of   

their coordination role at the sub-national level 

should keep a well updated register of non-state 

actor security organizations complete with the 

biometric details of their operatives. State and Local 

Governments should also ensure that the non-state 

security operatives are well trained, routinely 

deployed and adequately motivated for effective 

local intelligence gathering and for real time rapid 

response to crime scenes and situations of local 

security challenges; and

– The National Assembly and State Houses of 

Assembly should collaborate for seamless 

amendment of relevant provisions of the 

Constitution and State Security laws for improved 

regulation of the establishment, operations and 

dissolution of armed security providers established 

by sub-national states.

3. Mainstreaming, Coordination and  
Oversight  of Non-State Actor Security 
Groups and Organizations

Policy Recommendations

a. The   Nigeria   Police   Force,   States   and   Local 

Governments should collaborate with and 

mainstream non-state actor security outfits such as 

the local vigilante organizations, hunters' groups, 

the Nigerian Legion and private security services as 

part of the structure of community policing. This is 

important in order to synergise security operations, 

optimize intelligence gathering and upscale real 

time mobilization to crime scenes.  The 

mainstreaming of non-state security outfits would 

also minimize the propensity for extrajudicial and 

criminal actions by these groups;

b. State  governments  should  train,  coordinate  and 

maintain oversight over non-state actor security 

operatives involved in community policing in order 

to optimize their services and reduce friction with 

regular armed security services in the country 

especially the Nigeria Police, Nigeria Civil Defence 

and Security Corps and the Nigerian military; and

c. There is need for legal framework amendment for 

improved regulation of the establishment, 

operations and dissolution of armed security 

providers established by sub-national states.
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Implementation Strategy
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4.    Social Dialogue and Consultations

Policy Recommendations

a. Given  the  centrality  of  collectivism  in  modern 

security architecture, the use of social dialogue 

should be prioritized over and above the 

engagement of kinetic force in crisis situations. The 

Federal Government should engage the Nigerian 

public in transparent dialogue and ack nowledge the 

constraints of trust deficit among Nigerians. This 

will help Government to fully mobilise citizens to 

support efforts aimed at combating multi-faceted 

and deteriorating insecurities in Nigeria;

b. The Federal Government should liberally employ 

constitutional structures such as the Council of 

State, National Defence Council, National Security 

Council and the Police Council for consultation, and 

consensus-building on security issues. This will 

considerably moderate public perception of 

indifference or collusion in prevailing security 

threats and thus, foster national consensus on 

measures and resources required to rout insecurity 

in the country;

c. In   order   to   arrest   the   rising   waves   of   social 

discontentment and misgivings borne on the wings 

of   perennial   and   persistent   conflicts   between 

nomadic pastoralists  and crop farmers,  

Governments at all levels should invest resources 

into researching the underlying motives, fears and 

suspicions that fuel these conflicts. From such 

empirical research, mutually acceptable solutions 

could be proffered. Furthermore, Governments at 

all levels should listen to and engage agitating 

communities and groups for peaceful resolution of 

grievances.

Implementation Strategy

a. The Federal, State and Local Governments should 

take initiatives to engage the Nigerian citizens and 

citizens groups through frameworks such as social 

dialogue, town hall meetings and stakeholders' 

consultation. This would go a long way in 

addressing trust deficits embedded deep within 

Nigeria's heterogenous ethnic and religious lines 

and foster the needed national consensus that is 

imperative in addressing the current siege of 

insecurity prevalent in different parts of Nigeria;

b. The  Federal  Government  should  work  with  the 

National Assembly to strengthen the acts 

establishing the armed services to provide for 

periodic interface between the Presidency and the 

armed services. The three tiers of government 

should also establish a multi-stakeholder' dialogue 

and consultation framework for early detection and 
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resolution of inter and intra-communal grievances 

before they become flashpoints of violent conflicts.; 

and

c. The National Peace and Conflict Resolution 

Institute should be adequately funded by the 

Federal Government to be able to collaborate with 

local and international research schools, 

organizations and civil society groups to undertake 

relevant research work to develop strategic 

approaches to conflict.

5. Security Sector Governance and 

Administration

Policy Recommendations

a. Nigeria's security and criminal justice system 

should not be politicized. A highly professional 

human resources management system should be 

established for the security agencies. The 

recruitment, promotion, appointment and 

deployment of security officers should be 

determined by possession of appropriate 

competence, qualifications and demonstrated 

performance;

b. An effective system for intelligence sharing, joint 

operations, communication, collaboration and 

coordination among security agencies should be 

established and sustained;

c. The deployment of the military in internal security 

operations and task forces in virtually all the States 

ofthe Federation constitutes a major threat to the 

professionalism of the armed forces. It also has the 

prospect of civilianisation of the military and the 

militarization of society. Therefore, there is need to 

reverse the trend. The Nigeria Police Force should 

be equipped with the wherewithal to do their job. 

Duplication of functions, duties and powers should 

be addressed to make Nigerian security services to 

be more effective and accountable. There is also 

need to eliminate redundancy, waste and inter-

agency rivalry cum conflicts.

d. The  Police  Mobile  Force  (PMF)  should  be  re- 

professionalised and strengthened in accordance 

with its original roles. The PMF establishment law   

should be reviewed in light of changing 

circumstances. Members of the PMF should not be 

deployed as escorts and bodyguards to the powerful 

and wealthy persons in society without any 

recognizable state roles. The point for the 

establishment of an intermediate between the 

Nigeria Police Force and the Armed Forces in 

addition to strengthening the Nigeria Immigration 

Service to effectively do the job of manning the 

length and breadth of our international borders;
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e. Senior  police  officers  and  military  commanders 

should be assigned to serve in their local 

communities. This will help the deployed security 

operatives take advantage of their familiarity with 

the terrain to deal with prevailing security threats. 

This will also help improve local bonding, trust 

building and increased confidence coefficient 

necessary for effective local intelligence gathering 

and crime bursting especially at infancy stage. The 

Federal and State Government should consider the 

deployment of retired police and military personnel 

as a reserve force to crisis areas; and

f. The welfare of security personnel and their 

surviving families should be prioritized by 

government at all levels. This should include 

serving, retired and security officers killed in active 

service.

Implementation Strategy

a. The  National  Assembly  should  review  Nigeria's 

security laws to eliminate gaps that aid 

politicization of Nigeria's security agencies;

b. The   leadership   of   the   armed   services   should 

undertake a service wide review of existing inter- 

agency cooperation and collaboration on 

intelligence gathering and security operations;

c. The Federal Government through the Ministry of 

Defence and the leadership of the armed service 

should cut down on deployment of military 

personnel on internal security duties. The Federal 

Government should adequately fund and train the 

police. The Police should be supported, and allowed 

under strong supervisory mechanism to do the job 

of internal security operations;

d. The Federal Government through the Police Service 

Commission should commence the reform of the 

Police Mobile Force to make them more efficient 

and responsive to increasing internal security 

threats. The National Assembly should improve 

funding and oversight on the Nigeria Immigration 

Services to enable it discharge its responsibilities of 

securing our international borders;

e. The Ministry of Police Affairs, the leadership of the 

Nigerian Police, the Ministry of Defence, the 

leadership of the Armed Forces and the leadership 

of other para-military organizations in Nigeria 

should ensure effective allocation of their scarce 

manpower and other resources to actual security 

duties. The deployment of security heads should 

also be within or close to the local communities of 

their origin;

f. The Federal Government and the National 

Assembly should strengthen the laws establishing 
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the Police Service Commission. This is very 

important in addressing police welfare and 

incentive package for men and officers of the 

Nigeria Police Force. Of particular importance is 

prompt payment of the benefits accruing to the next 

of kin of police and members  of  the  armed  forces  

who  die  in  activeservice and in the line of duty. 

There should also be Post Service Housing Scheme 

for the members of Nigeria's Armed Forces. 

Furthermore, the Federal, States and Local 

Governments in Nigeria should develop policies 

that ensure that the children or dependents of 

security personnel who die in the line of active 

service gain automatic employment from the 

government;

Furthermore, the prompt payment of allowances of 

those in the front line of security duties should be 

top priority for our Armed Forces High Command 

as it would help boost troop morale. Government at 

all levels should provide incentives for those who 

provide credible information that expose crime or 

insecurity; and

Also, the Federal Government through the Ministry 

of Police Affairs and the National Assembly should 

review the Police Act to set benchmarks for periodic 

review of the salaries of the personnel of the Nigeria 

Police Force. The same should also apply to all the 

armed services. Other welfare packages such as 

housing, health insurance and occupational hazards 

allowance should be reviewed periodically and 

should be paid as when due; and

The policy of visitation of troops in the frontline of 

battles against terrorism, insurgency, banditry, 

kidnap-for-ransom, and sundry crimes should be 

reviewed by the military and police high 

command.Such visits should be periodic and 

regular. It is also important that such visitation 

policies should be strengthened by easing the flow of 

communication between the lowest ranked officers 

and their service leadership. Information shared 

during such visitations should be discrete and non-

criminalized as this will enable the top brass of our 

security establishments get first hand information 

of the true situations at the battle front and what the 

ground forces need to achieve the expected optimal 

results.
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B.    HUMAN AND SOCIAL SECURITY

1.     Structural  Adjustment  through  

Constitutional Reform

Policy Recommendations

a. There is need for the Nigerian constitution to be 

amended to make Chapter Two justiciable. This will 

help safeguard, protect and enforce the 

fundamental rights of Nigerian citizens to socio-

economic welfare. This will also help muster 

pressure on Nigeria's political class to strive to 

improve the living and social conditions of citizens 

which ultimately piles tremendous pressure and 

burden on physical security. Some of these social 

conditions include food, shelter, education, health, 

decent jobs and personal liberties.

b. State Governors should allow Local Governments to 

function and respect the devolution of power and 

ensure effective implementation of constitutional 

provisions and policy guidelines on the autonomy of 

the local government councils in Nigeria; and

c. The  promotion   and  protection   of  fundamental 

rights, liberties and the rule of law should be 

observed by government at all levels.

Implementation Strategy

a. The National Assembly should collaborate with the 

State Houses of Assembly to make Chapter Two of 

the Nigerian Constitution justiciable. The President 

should also provide assent to same;

b. State   Governors   should   diligently   implement 

provisions of the Constitution that provides for the 

autonomy of local governments. The executive 

order 10 which strengthens the constitutional 

provisions on the independence of state legislature, 

judiciary and the local government system should 

be diligently implemented by all MDAs of the    

Federal Government; and

c. The judiciary should effect serious sanctions against 

any tier of government that disrespects the 

separation of powers.

2.    Inclusive Socio-Economic Development

Policy Recommendations

a. There should be qualitative and globally 

competitive education that is relevant to the 

sustainable development of society and accessible 

to citizens without undue constraints;

b. Promotion  of  sustained  and  inclusive  economic 

growth through the development of the real, 
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knowledge and service sectors of the economy; and

c. Our criminal justice system should be strengthened 

to fast-track prosecution of cases and stipulate 

stiffer punishment for crimes. This is necessary in 

order to create the enabling environment for 

businesses to thrive and for the attraction of foreign 

investments.

Implementation Strategy

a. The Federal Government should adopt a policy of 

5% increase of the budgetary vote to education for 

the next four years in order to meet the international 

benchmark of 26% budgetary funding;

b. The Federal Government should revert to the policy 

of long-term national development plans as against 

the current practise of short tenured budget cycles. 

The  real  sectors  of  the  economy  especially  the 

manufacturing sector, the ICT sector and the 

services sector should receive increased budgetary 

support.

Both Federal and State governments should 

resuscitate old industrial parks and manufacturing 

clusters in the country. Government at all levels 

should develop new industrial layouts and provide 

such manufacturing centres with the necessary 

infrastructure especially electricity, roads, inland 

water  system, rails and fiscal support policies to 

function and to thrive; and

c. The  Judiciary  should  be  reformed  for  quicker 

dispensation of justice in a free, fair and equitable 

manner.

3.    Creation of Decent Jobs

Policy Recommendations

a. Government should develop the enabling 

environment for decent and sustainable jobs in 

Nigeria. This can be done by the delineation of 

skilled and unskilled Nigerians and the profiling of 

the needs of each demography. Policies on job 

creation should be created as a deliberate public 

policy to address the challenges faced by Nigerians 

with formal education and Nigerians without the 

privilege of formal education, training and skills 

acquisition;

b. Decent  jobs  can  only  be  sustained  through  the 

adoption of best industrial relations practises. The 

provisions of our laws and ILO Conventions on 

workers' right to join trade unions of their choice 

must be respected. Casualization of work should be 

outlawed; and

c. The  Nigeria  Police  Force  should  be  unionized 
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through social dialogue as obtains in South Africa, 

United Kingdom and United States of America. This 

is a more sustainable way of promoting decent 

wages, service conditions, welfare benefits, and 

other incentives to bring out the best from the 

Nigeria Police Force.

Implementation Strategy

a. The Federal Ministry of Labour and Employment 

through the National Directorate of Employment 

should undertake a census of unemployed persons 

in Nigeria to ascertain their skill levels and 

determine the kind of job assistance suitable for 

their needs;

b. The Federal Ministry of Labour and Employment 

should enhance their inspectorate unit to discover 

and sanction violations of labour codes including 

infringement on workers' right to belong to their 

choice trade unions and unions' right to organize; 

and

c. The  social  partners  should  collaborate  to  effect 

necessary amendment to the trade union act to 

expressly provide for the unionization of the police 

and other para-military agencies.

The NLC President, Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni receives  the Summit Chairman, 
former Senate President, Senator Ken Nnamani, GCON.

The NLC President, Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni receives the
Cuban Ambassador, HE Clara Pullido to the Summit.
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The NLC President, Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni receives  the Summit Chairman, 
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Cuban Ambassador, HE Clara Pullido to the Summit.
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L-R: Com. Ibrahim Mohammed (President SSANU), Com. Adams Oshiomhole, 
mni, NLC President, Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni, a Guest and Com. Kabir Gusau 

(NLC Ex-Officio).

The NLC President, Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni delivers his Welcome 
Address at the Summit.

L-R: Secretary to the Government Federation, Barr. Boss Mustapha, Esq. NLC 
President - Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni, Former Senate President, 

Sen. Ken Nnamani, GCON.

L-R: The South African High Commissioner, HE T.D. Mseleku, Comrade Adams 
Oshiomhole and Members of the Armed Services at the Summit.
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Former Senate President, Senator Ken Nnamani,GCON
delivering his Opening Remarks

Secretary to the Government 
Federation, Barr. Boss Mustapha
Delivering the Opening Address.

The Pioneer President of the 
NLC, Com. Hassan Sunmonu, 

OON making his Opening 
Remarks at the Summit

Olorogun Festus Keyamo, SAN 
delivering his Goodwill Message

Com. Adams Oshiomhole, Former 
APC Natl Chairman and Former Edo 
State Governor making his remarks.

The Lead Paper Presenter, Prof. 
Etannibi Alemika

Presenting the Lead Paper

Prof. Joy Onyesoh, International 
President, WILPF, Contributing to the 

Panelist Discussion
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L-R: Comrade Hassan Sunmonu and
SGF, Barr. Boss Mustapha.

Prof. Khalifa Dikwa, University of 
Maiduguri, Contributing to the  

Panelist Discussion

L-R: Coms. Segun Rotimi, Ismail Bello (Ag. GS, NLC), Ibrahim Mohammed, Chris 
Uyot, Dr. O. Ebhohimhen.

General G.A. Wahab, rtd. - DG, NARD
making his Contribution to the Panelist 

Discussion

Comrade Olaleye Quadri, President, 
TUC giving his Goodwill Message at 

the Summit.

IGP Solomon Arase, Former IGP, 
Nigeria Police Force Contributing to 

the Panelist Discussion.

Cross Section of Special Guests andMembers of the Armed Service.

Mr. Hamid Abbo, MFR, rtd, Former 
Director, SSS.
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L-R: NLC President, Ayuba Wabba, Com. Hassan Sunmonu, 
Sen. Ken Nnamani, Comrade Adams Oshiomhole

Comrade Ismail Bello, Ag. Gen. Sec., 
NLC, giving the Closing Remarks

at the Summit

L-R: Comrade Benson Upa, Esq 
(HOD, Information, NLC), Colonel 
Ogunkoya (Representative of the 

Chief of Army Staff)

L-R: NLC President, Comrade Ayuba 
Wabba, mni and former President 

NLC, Comrade Adams Oshiomhole

HE Clara Pullido, Com. Hassan Sunmonu, OON Com. Issa 
Aremu, mni, Com. Adams Oshiomhole, mni

L-R: Comrade Joe Ajaero, NLC 
Deputy President in a chat with the  

NLC President, Comrade Ayuba 
Wabba, mni

L-R: Mr. Hamid Abbo (Former Director, DSS), 
Prof. Joy Onyesoh, Comrade Ayuba Wabba

L-R: Comrade Salamatu Aliu, NLC 
V/President and Chairperson NWC, & 
Comrade Rita Goyit, Head, NLC Dept 

of Women and Youth
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Cross Section of Invited Guests at the Summit

L-R: Front Row: Com. Deborah Yusuf (NLC Ex-Officio), Com. Salamatu 
Aliu (NLC Vice President), Back Row: Com. Anthony Benjamin (NLC 

Auditor), Com. Amechi Asugwuni (NLC Deputy President), Com. 
Lawrence Amaechi, (NLC Vice President)

L-R: Immediate past Gen. Secretary of the NLC, Dr. Peter Ozo 
Eson and Comrade Adams Oshiomhole

L-R: Com. Adams Oshiomhole, Prince Adewale Adeyanju, NLC Trustee

Celebrating the 2021 International Memorial Day for Dead and Injured Workers
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L-R: The Representative of FRSC, HE Clara Pullido, Dr. Timothy Olawale (DG, 
NECA), Comrade Quadiri Olaleye, President of TUC.

L-R: Com. Ayuba Wabba (NLC President), 
Prof. K. Dikwa (Panelist), Com. Najeem 
Usman Yasin (NLC Deputy President)

Comrade Uche Ekwe 
Contributing during Plenary at 

the Summit.

Lead Paper Presenter, Professor 
Etannibi Alemika explaining a 

Point at the Summit.

Comrade Bulama Abiso presenting 
Workers’ Perspective at the Peace 

and Security Summit.

L-R: Com. Ismail Bello (NLC Ag. GS), Com. Simon Anchaver (NLC Auditor), Com. 
Joe Ajaero (NLC Deputy President), Com. Ayuba Wabba, mni (NLC President).
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Mr. Lanre Ipinmiso, Rep. of the 
NDLEA DG, making his remarks.

The Representative of the
National Security Adviser.

Cross Section of Participants at the Summit.Com. Engr. Martin Uzoegwu (NUEE President), Com. Anthony Benjamin
(AUPCTRE President and NLC Auditor), Comrade Sikiru Waheed (GS, 

AUPCTRE)

L-R: Comrade Bulama Abiso and the
Representative of the Nigeria Customs Service
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4.    Expansion of Social Security Cover

a. Government should go beyond the minimum wage 

as provided in our laws and pay workers living 

wages. It has been proved that each worker support 

at least five dependents. The payment of a living 

wage will go a long way in fixing the frustrations at 

the micro level due to poor care of workers' 

dependents thereby reducing social tension that 

result into crimes and delinquencies;

b. Government   should   demonstrate   appetite   for 

negotiation in good faith. The Federal Government, 

State Governments and Local Governments must 

strive to honour agreements entered with workers. 

This will help reverse the current widespread and 

entrenched loss of citizens' confidence in the ability 

of our public institutions to subject to a rules-based 

rather than rogue system;

c. Government  should  expand  social  security  cover 

especially with regards to timely payment of 

pensions, gratuities, unemployment benefits and 

severance allowances to workers and citizens. This 

will help in increasing public confidence of a system 

that works and leaves no one behind thus reducing 

crime rate; and

d. Government  should  maintain  a  database  of  the 

poorest of the poor and their social benefits should 

be paid directly to them. There should also be social 

L-R: The Comperes at the Summit, Mr. Cyril Stober and 
Mr. Bulus Simon Paul

L-R: Comrade Eche Asuzu (AGS, Office of the NLC 
President) with Prince Adewale Adeyanju, President MWUN

Cross Section of Special Guests at the Summit
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benefits for workers who lose their jobs and 

Nigerians who are displaced by internal conflicts.

Implementation Strategy

a. The  Social  Partners  should  review  the  National 

Minimum Wage Law to provide for automatic 

increase in the national minimum wage once a 

determined threshold of inflation is established. 

The National Assembly should also amend the 

National Minimum Wage Law to stipulate stiffer 

sanctions on employers who fail to pay the 

minimum wage including providing for longer jail 

terms without the option of fine for all employers 

and making failure by the head of an executive 

branch of government to pay the national minimum 

wage a ground for impeachment;

b. The  Social  Partners  and  the  National  Assembly 

should review the trade union act to criminalize 

failure to respect signed collective bargaining 

agreements and outcome of industrial conciliation;

c. The Federal Government relying on the exclusive 

nature of industrial relations in the country should 

work with the National Assembly to strengthen the 

contributory pension scheme and extend it to 

workers at the state and local government. The 

social partners should also review existing labour 

laws to introduce unemployment benefits for 

workers who lost their jobs and for graduates who 

are unable to get employment after NYSC; and

d. The   Federal   Government   through   the   Federal 

Ministry of Social Services and Humanitarian 

Affairs in collaboration with States and Local 

Governments should develop a Social Register that 

captures the profiles and bank details of the poorest 

of the poor in our population. This will enable 

government transfer welfare packages directly to 

the poorest of the poor.

Organized Labour and Civil Society should also be 

invested in the following class and industrial action 

acts:

– The NLC should organise against the oppressors of the 

working people. Organizing efforts of the Police and para- 

military agencies should be intensified by Organized 

Labour.  The defective and large swathe of state actors in 

the non-implementation of the N30,000 minimum wage 

should be resisted.

– The NLC should confront Legislators and Governors with 

constructive and superior arguments on all contentious 

socio-economic matters to demystify false statements 

and anti-labour assertions. Also, beyond negotiating 
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minimum wage with State Governors, it might be more 

productive to confront recalcitrant Governors as the 

minimum wage is a matter of rights and law, as enshrined 

in the Constitution, the grundnorm of our country.

– The  Nigerian  Labour  Congress  in  partnership  with 

progressive trade unions, professional associations and 

civil society organisations should develop a charter of 

demand for the Government and enter into partnerships 

with all allies in achieving the following:

xi. Guaranteed compulsory and free qualitative basic 

education of nine years schooling;

xii. Access   to   quality   secondary   and   tertiary 

education;

xiii. Affordable  and  accessible  quality  health  care 

system;

xiv. Creation of conditions conducive for economic 

development in a way that is capable of generating 

sustainably high employment outcome and reduce 

the high poverty rates;

xv. Redress for violations of economic objectives in 

Chapter Two of the Constitution of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria;

xvi. Pursuit   of   economic   development   through 

industrialisation, promotion of a knowledge-based 

economy and efficient service sectors;

xvii. Implementation of the social objectives and social 

protection measures enshrined in Chapter Two of 

the Constitution;

xviii. Political education on civic duties of citizens and       

social-democratic governance values and 

principles;

xix. Implementation   of   policies   to   promote   self- 

reliance in local refining of petroleum products; safe 

exploitation of mineral resources and restoration of 

mining sites;

xx. S t r e n g t h e n i n g  o f  L o c a l  G o v e r n m e n t  

administration.
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Text of Welcome Remarks by the President 
nd

of the Nigeria Labour Congress at the 2  NLC 
National Peace and Security Summit Held on 

th29  April 2021 at the International 
Conference Centre, Abuja

Protocols

On behalf of the National Executive Council (NEC) of the 

Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC), I welcome all our invited 

guests and participants to the 2nd NLC Peace and Security 

Summit. This Summit is consequent on the resolution of the 
th

12  National Delegates Conference of the NLC and facilitated 

by the decision of the NEC, in light of the deteriorating security 

situation, to convene this Security Summit sooner than later.

The Nigeria Labour Congress as a pan Nigerian organization 

and the largest workers' representative organization in Nigeria 

and Africa has a responsibility to represent and defend 

workers' concerns and interests in the matter of security, which 

is the collective duty of all citizens.

This Summit takes place at the backdrop of increase in 

terrorism, banditry and all shades of criminality including 

abductions and killings. In North East Nigeria, Boko Haram 

terrorists have asserted themselves as purveyors of a resilient 

medium to high intensity violence. In the North West geo-

political zone, armed bandits who specialize in rural banditry 

and kidnapping hold sway. In North Central Nigeria, the 

perennial conflict between herders and crop farmers has 

intensified and has assumed a larger-than-life status.

In the South West geo-political zone, the invasion of criminal 

elements who perpetrate all sorts of criminal activities have led 

to the emergence of counter local militias. In the South South 

and South East geopolitical zones, criminal groups now attack 

and kill security agents and carry off their weapons. This was 

exactly how Boko Haram started in the North East.

We sympathize with the families of the five undergraduates of 

the Greenfield University in Kaduna who were murdered last 

week after being abducted. As we speak, the Chibok girls are 

still in captivity. Leah Sharibu is yet to be released from her 

captors and reunited with her family. The same with two of our 

nurses who were abducted in Kaduna and the kidnapped 

construction workers in Akure. Furthermore, it is close to forty 

days that the NLC Chairperson in Cross River State was 

abducted.

A few days ago, sixty persons were killed in Zamfara State and 

their houses razed. In Niger State, fifty villages were recently 

sacked and thousands of our fellow Nigerians now live in 

Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) Camps. It is so bad that 

many farmers have abandoned their farms exposing all of us to 

the grim prospect of acute food shortage.

There is no doubt that the insecurity situation has degenerated 

and more security challenges are facing Nigeria today 
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outsidethe Boko Haram which has been there for sometime 

and has now developed the effrontery to be attacking military 

formations and carting away their weaponry including 

armoured tanks. The last attack on Askira which is the 

headquarters of Askira/Uba Local Government of Borno State 

was led by an armoured tank and gun trucks which the 

terrorists carted away from a military formation since our 

military  formations have become soft targets for weapons 

snatching to consolidate terrorists' arsenal.

A few days ago, the terrorists attacked Geidem in Yobe State. 

They have continued their relentless campaign of terror in 

northern Borno and nobody seems to be able to stop them. 

Even in Maiduguri, the terrorists launch missiles from outside 

the town and kill many people in the process.

The security situation in our country has evolved into a very 

serious challenge. This is the reason the Nigeria Labour 

Congress, as a pan Nigerian organization is organizing this 2nd 

National Peace and Security Summit in order to bring key 

stakeholders, both state and non-state actors to discuss the way 

out of this crisis that seems to have defied every solution so far. 

This is why we have brought together seasoned experts under 

the chairmanship of Distinguished Senator Ken Nnamani, 

former President of the Nigerian Senate, who believes in the 

unity of the country. The lead Speaker who is an accomplished 

scholar in the field of security and the distinguished panel of 

discussants will also provide critical perspectives on this 

matter. The participants at this Summit are coming from 

various backgrounds. There is also a workers' representative 

who will convey the grim reality of the situation especially from 

Borno State where we have lost over one thousand workers.

The overall objective of the Peace and Security Summit is to 

interrogate the issues and glean the relevant solutions that can 

take our country out of the woods of insecurity sooner than 

later.

The temperament of this Summit is moderated by the ILO 

Recommendation 205 on Employment and Decent Work for 

Peace and Resilience which recognizes the importance of 

employment and decent work for promoting peace, preventing 

crisis situations arising from conflicts and disasters, enabling 

recovery and building resilience. ILO Recommendation 205 

emphasizes that there cannot be sustainable peace and security 

without respect for all human rights and the rule of law 

including respect for fundamental principles and rights at work 

and international labour standards.

Recommendation 205 also considers the need to recognize that 

crises affect women and men differently thus projecting the 

critical importance of gender equality and the empowerment of 

women and girls in promoting peace, preventing crises, 

enabling recovery and building resilience.

This Summit is looking at how best to secure our schools 

especially right now that they are coming under relentless 

attacks. In addition, this summit is also looking at how best to 

support our armed forces in the anti- terrorism war.Ladies and 

Gentlemen, distinguished guests, we are concerned at the plans 

to relocate the United States African Command from Germany 
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to Nigeria. While we welcome intelligence sharing and 

ammunitions support to our armed forces, we warn that it 

would be counter-productive to replace Nigerian soldiers with 

foreign boots. Our armed forces are capable of bringing this 

insurgency to an end if they are better armed, equipped with 

modern technology and adequately motivated.

We also want to use the opportunity of this Summit to call on 

our political elites to take responsibility for the actions they 

take while in office. There is a clear nexus between throwing 

workers out of jobs, the resultant increase in unemployment 

and the rising waves of insecurity. What is going on in Kaduna 

State right now has a lot to do with the penchant by the Kaduna 

State Governor to throw workers out of jobs at the drop of a hat. 

The sustainable solution to the crisis of insecurity in Nigeria is 

to provide decent jobs to the masses of our people. An idle mind 

is a workshop for the devil.

As we make our beds, so we lie on it! I wish all of us fruitful 

deliberations.

Comrade Ayuba Wabba, mni
President, Nigeria Labour Congress

Overcoming the Current Siege of Insecurity 
In Nigeria: Imperatives of Human And 

Physical Security

Etannibi ALEMIKA, Ph.D.
Department of Sociology
Faculty of Social Sciences

University of Jos, JOS

Introduction

Security can be generically described, in terms of physical 

security, as the absence of threats to national sovereignty and 

security; protection from fear or experience of loss of life, injury 

and harm to the body, and loss of property to crime or 

destruction. It may also be defined broadly in terms of human 

security as protection of national sovereignty and security; 

freedom from bodily harm; loss of property as well as 

protection from fear or experience of want or lack of food, 

shelter, clothing, health care, education, dignity, livelihood, 

potable water, electricity, transportation, communication and 

recreation. There are objective and subjective dimensions of 

security. The objective dimension of security refers to the 

experience of incidence and impact of security and insecurity. 

The subjective dimension of security refers to the feeling of 

being safe or the absence of fear of being a victim of insecurity.

1. Lead Presentation at the 2nd National Peace and Security Summit of the Nigeria Labour Congress 
held on 29th April, 2021 at the International Conference Centre Abuja 
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There are two broad approaches to preventing and combating 

insecurity. These are kinetic and proactive non-kinetic 

measures. The kinetic approach emphasises the use of military 

and law enforcement to prevent and combat security threats 

and episodes, while the non-kinetic approach emphasises the 

development and implementation of social, political and 

economic policies, programmes and services to prevent, 

mitigate or solve security threats and episodes

There has been a worsening insecurity problem in Nigeria for 

the past four decades, since the 1980s. The problem had been 

inadequately tackled by the successive government until it 

became intractable and more recently assumed an 

extraordinary threat to cohesion, stability, unity and 

development.   since 2010, scores of people are killed or 

kidnapped everyday by terrorists, bandits and criminal gangs. 

Current insecurity problems in the country can be traced to 

several sources but significantly to the following factors and 

actions in the 1980s - economic crisis; adoption of the 

structural adjustment programme (SAP) and associated 

neglect and deterioration of human development and welfare 

services  by  the  government;  combined  effect  of  economic c 

r i s e s   a n d   s t r u c t u r a l   a d j u s t m e n t   p r o g r a m m e ,   a 

n d ethnoreligious identity politics, exemplified by the 

clandestine review of country's observer status to full 

membership of the Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC).

These conditions and actions were initiated or managed by the 

military government, to a very significant extent, by means of 

repression,  duplicity  and  division  of  citizens  along  

withprimordial affinities in order to forestall mass resistance. 

Nigeria's nation-building and development efforts were 

severely fractured by these developments, which were 

compounded since 1999 by the unbridled corruption and 

brazen violations of the provisions in section 10 and chapter 2 

of the Nigerian Constitution by successive civilian 

administrations at all levels of government.

Reversal of insecurity in the country requires economic 

development with equity; adequate and appropriate 

investment in human development; inclusive and democratic 

governance, as well as effective restraint and deterrence of top 

government officials from using state power to promote 

partisan primordial interests, especially by means of ethnic and 

religious patronages and impunity. In this presentation, the 

causative factors of insecurity in the country are identified, and 

measures for overcoming the national crises through policies 

and programmes that promote human security and 

development are proposed.

Concept of Security

The traditional conception of security focused on the 

protection of state territorial sovereignty and regimes from 

insurrection; safety of individuals from harm and protection of 

property. Consequently, countries establish military, security, 

police, intelligence, prosecution, judicial and penal- 

correctional systems to prevent insecurity, essentially through 

the exercise of state coercive powers. Traditional 
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conceptionand practice of security emphasise physical 

protection of states, regimes and property and therefore 

referred to as physical security.

In the past three decades, the conception of security has been 

broadened beyond the protection of the territorial sovereignty 

of states and the tenure of regimes and the protection of the 

person and property of individuals within a municipality or 

country. The broadened dimension of security is often referred 

to as human security.

The current conception and prioritisation of human security 

drew inspiration from the United Human Development 

Programme (UNDP), which in its Human Development Report 

1994. , advocated a shift from a state-centric conception of 

security to people-centred security and development. 

Underscoring the inadequacy of the traditional conception of 

development and security, the UNDP observed that:

"For too long, the concept of security has been shaped by 

the potential for conflict between states. For too long, 

security has been equated with the threats to a country's 

borders. For too long, nations have sought arms to 

protect their security. For most people today, a feeling 

of insecurity arises more from worries about daily life 

than from the dread of a cataclysmic world event. Job 

security,  income security,  health security,  

environmental security, security from crime - these are 

the emerging concerns of human security all over the 

world" (UNDP 1994: 3).

The UNDP argued that security has a wider and more salient 

meaning beyond physical security to most people who 

"instinctively identified security with "safety from the constant 

threats of hunger, disease, crime and repression" as well as 

"protection from sudden and hurtful disruptions in the pattern 

of their daily lives, homes, jobs, communities and 

environment" (UNDP 1994: 3). This notion of human security 

draws attention to the intrinsic linkages between development 

and security. The shift of focus from the state-centric 

conception of security to people-centred human security, 

according to UNDP requires:

… a new development paradigm … that puts people at 

the centre of development, regards economic growth as 

a means and not an end, protects the life opportunities 

of future generations as well as the present generations 

and respects the natural systems on which all life 

depends. Such a paradigm of development enables all 

individuals to enlarge their human capabilities to the 

full and to put those capabilities to their best use in all 

fields - economic, social, cultural and political. It also 

protects the options of unborn generations. It does not 

run down the natural resource base needed for 

sustaining development in the future. Nor does it 

destroy the richness of nature that adds so much to the 

richness of human life" (UNDP 1994: 4).

In this development-security nexus, "security symbolized 

protection from the threat of disease, hunger, unemployment, 

crime, social conflict, political repression and environmental 
2. United Nations Development Programme (1994) Human Development Report 1994. New York: UNDP 
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hazards" (UNDP 1994: 22). Human security has two 

dimensions. First, it denotes "safety from such chronic threats 

as hunger, disease and repression" and "second, it means 

protection from sudden and hurtful disruptions in the patterns 

of daily life-whether in homes, in jobs or communities. Such 

threats can exist at all levels of national income and 

development" (UNDP 1994: 23).

Dimensions of security

The UNDP identified seven dimensions of human security. 

They are economic, food, health, environmental, personal, 

communal and political security. The concept, dimensions, 

significance of human security and policy framework for 

achieving it was elaborated by the Commission on Human 

Security (2003: 4) . The Commission stated that human 

security:

"means protecting people from critical (severe) 

and pervasive (widespread) threats and 

situations. It means using processes that build on 

people's strengths and aspirations. It means 

creating political, social, environmental, 

economic, military and cultural systems that 

together give people the building blocks of survival, 

livelihood and dignity." (CHS: 2003: 4).

In contrast to state-centric conception and practice of security, 

human security prioritises the protection and empowerment of 

individual citizens and tackling the root causes of insecurity 

through integrated multi-sectoral preventive and control 

policies, programmes and actions.

Human security has several dimensions including the 

following:

1. Personal Security and Safety: protection  against harm 

to of life and loss of property

2. Social Security: guaranteed access to adequate and 

appropriate food, nutrition, shelter, health care, 

education or functional literacy as well as participation in 

and benefit from socio-cultural processes in the country

3. Economic Security: opportunities for acquisition of 

skills, employment, income sufficient to satisfy basic 

needs, protection against poverty, and low inter- 

personal and inter-group economic inequalities

4. Political Security: a democratic system of governance 

capable of protecting rule of law, fundamental rights and 

liberties, guarantee of inclusive participation in the 

political process, and protection war and civil disorder

5. Environmental   Security:   development   of   the 

environment, utilization and conservation of natural and 

environmental resources for the wellbeing of present and 

future generations
3 Commission on Human Security. 2003. Human Security Now: Final Report, New York: CHS3
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6. National   Security:   capacity   of   the   state   and 

government to protect citizens; core values, interests, 

institutions and critical assets; sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of the country from external aggression and 

internal or domestic subversion

7. Transnational  or  Global  Security:  absence  of threats 

to regional and global economic and political stability.

Manifestations of insecurity under the human security 

paradigm include traditional concern about the protection of 

the territorial sovereignty of the state, personal safety of 

citizens and safety of their property as well as protection from 

poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, famine and starvation, 

socio-economic and political exclusion and deprivations, 

ethnic and religious discriminations and repression, political 

oppression, adverse health status, epidemics, human rights 

violations. To achieve and sustain development and security, 

state policy-makers must mainstream or integrate these goals 

of  human  security into their policies  and programmes on 

political and economic development.

Contemporary security challenges and problems 

in Nigeria

Nigeria is experiencing complex and multi-dimensional 

manifestations of insecurity. The insecurity problems in the 

country can be broadly classified as criminal violence, 

economic and financial crimes and political crimes as follow:

1. Violent  Crimes:  insurgency  and  terrorism,  armed 

robbery, banditry, violent conflict between herders and 

farmers, criminal gang and cult violence, violent conflicts 

among and across ethnic, religious and communal 

groups, sexual violence, murder and kidnapping by 

terrorists

2. Economic   and   Financial   Crimes:   corruption; 

embezzlement; money laundering; advanced fee fraud; 

kidnapping for ransom; transnational crimes of 

trafficking in persons, drugs and arms, human and 

trafficking, counterfeiting, human smuggling; fraud, 

theft and burglary.

3. Political  Crimes:  violation   of   human   rights   by 

individuals, groups, organisations and officials of 

government; electoral fraud and violence and 

suppression or disregard of the rule of law.

The security challenges in Nigeria can be traced to the deficit of 

effective and accountable leadership, poor governance; 

distorted, under-developed and mismanaged economy; 

contentious politics, weak, unaccountable and incapable 

institutions, corruption and impunity; and a cult of political 

predators that thrive on plundering public treasury and the 

promotion of ethnic and religious divisions, prejudice and 

violence. As has been aptly observed, the Nigerian political and 

economic structures and relations are characterised by:

…   e l i t e   c o n t e n t i o n ,   s o c i a l   p o l a r i z a t i o n , 

institutional dysfunction, and economic malaise… 
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feeble, unsteady institutions; squabbling among 

political leaders and factions; and an elite that most 

Nigerians see as distant, selfish and lacking in integrity. 

The economy languishes amid unsteady revenues, 

oppressive debt, anaemic  investment, rampant 

corruption, and ineffectual policies. Basic questions 

about national identity and the country's federal 

compact beleaguer the political process. Mounting 

social violence, reflecting ethnic, religious, regional and 

political tensions, feed a rising sense of insecurity and 

crises" .

These conditions are created, nurtured and sustained by the 

character of the political economy of the country that fails to 

guarantee human and national security and development.

The seeds of insecurity in the country were planted over a long 

period and it grew to its present existential threat to human and 

national security. When the seeds of insecurity were 

germinating, appropriate policies and effective actions were 

not taken to uproot them. In some cases, policies of 

government and actions of persons in the top-level decision- 

making bodies of the state applied fertilisers to the seeds of 

disunity and insecurity. The failure to implement appropriate 

responses to curtail the developing vortex of conflicts and 

violence in the country may be attributed to the quality of 

leadership at all levels and sectors of Nigerian society.

Promoting and protecting sustainable human 

security 

Peace and security are multi-dimensional phenomena that are 

cornerstones of society. Attaining and sustaining human 

security requires several political, economic and social policies, 

programmes and practices. Among such are:

1. Socio-cultural and political socialisation and incentives 

for the internalisation of the virtues and values that 

promote and protect human dignity and solidarity; 

patriotism, compliance with laws enacted for security, 

order, as well as effective and accountable democratic 

governance of society;

2. Appropriate   policies   and   investment   in   human 

development to guarantee availability and accessibility of 

qualitative public education and health care services to 

ensure high literacy and health status, which are 

prerequisite to inclusive and effective participation of 

persons in all levels and sectors of society;

3. Empowerment  and  inclusive  participation  of  every 

person and group at all levels in the economic and socio- 

political processes and activities of society;

4. Economic system that is capable of sustaining growth 

with equity due to high productivity that generates 

employment and ensures reduction in poverty and 

deprivations;
 4. Lewis, P. (2003) “Nigeria: Elections in a Fragile Regime” Journal of Democracy vol. 14, 3 (July): 131-

132
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5. Creating   conducive   conditions   for   sustainable 

development in the real sector of the economy;

6. Promote  knowledge  economy  through  partnerships 

among government, industry and tertiary institutions as 

is being championed by the Tertiary Education Trust 

Fund

7. Adequate   investment   in   infrastructure,   through 

appropriate policies and partnerships, required for 

economic growth with inclusion and equity, industrial 

production, vibrant and efficient commercial, financial 

and service sectors for high living standards;

8. Reforms in the oil sector to guarantee self-reliance in oil 

refining through appropriate legislation and incentives 

for small and medium scale refining plants using 

appropriate and safe technologies, which promote the 

participation of local entrepreneurs in oil-producing 

states, generate employment, reduce poverty, guarantee 

stable supply at reasonable costs;

9. Educational   system   that   continuously   generates 

appropriate knowledge and technology for prevention 

and mitigation of threats to human and national security 

and development;

10. Socio-political orientation and mobilisation towards the 

promotion and protection of accountable, responsive and 

efficient democratic governance that promote human 

security;11. Promotion of multi-layered identities 

through multiple associational membership and 

participation that cut across ethnic and religious 

identities

12. Enhancing  transparency  and  accountability  of  the 

institutions of government at all levels;

13. Promotion and protection of fundamental freedoms and 

rule of law;

14. Free channels of dialogue and communication between 

the government and citizens;

15. Identification,   strengthening,   mobilisation   and 

coordination of the energies and resilience of citizens and 

groups against insecurity;

16. S t r e n g t h e n i n g   o f   t h e   c a p a c i t y ,   c a p a b i l i t y , 

responsiveness, oversight and accountability of security, 

intelligence, police and other criminal justice and 

strategic regulatory agencies;

17. Constitutional   framework   for   a   democratic   and 

participatory local government system with adequate 

autonomy, powers and resources as well as effective 

accountability mechanisms

18. Inter-religious   rivalry   and   partisan   government 

patronage are hindrances to nation-building and 

peaceful  co-existence.  Government  should  leave  the 

religious space to religious institutions. The 

constitutional provisions on freedom of religion, non-
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religious discrimination, and non-involvement of 

government in the implementation or administration of 

religious programmes, institutions and laws should be 

strengthened and scrupulously enforced. Religious 

institutions and laws should be administered by the 

religious organizations with their resources within the 

context of voluntary associational life.

19. Appointment and upgrading of traditional rulers as well 

as the repressive conduct of some are sources of 

communal conflict. In some cases, such appointment and 

upgrading create and sustain internal colonialism which 

is resisted by violence. Government should leave the 

management of traditional institutions to the different 

cultural groups to which they belong as cultural heritage. 

A republican system cannot continue to harbour feudal 

institutions.

20. Government  should  establish  and  maintain  effective 

mechanisms for monitoring, identifying and responding 

to early warning signs.

21. The  government  and  civil  society  should  develop 

capacity for conflict prevention, mitigation, mediation 

and resolution.

22. Appropriate constitutional, legal and policy frameworks 

should be evolved to handle conflicts over economic and 

natural resources such as oil, solid mineral, fish pond, 

farm and grazing land;

23. The Nigerian Labour Congress in partnership with the 

Trade Union Congress and progressive trade unions, 

professional associations and civil society organisations 

should develop a charter of demand on the government 

and partner with it in achieving the following:

a. guaranteeing  compulsory  and  free  qualitative 

basic education of nine years schooling;

b. available and accessible qualitative secondary and 

tertiary education;

c. available and accessible qualitative and efficient 

health care system;

d. creation  of  conditions  conducive  to  economic 

development with equity capable of generating 

sustainable high employment and poverty 

reduction rates;

e. reversal of violations of economic objectives in 

chapter two of the Constitution, where feasible and 

desirable;

f. pursuit   of   economic   development   through 

industrialisation, promotion of knowledge 

economy and efficient service sectors;

g. implementation of the social objectives, including 

social protection measures enshrined in chapter 

two of the Constitution;
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h. political education on civic duties of citizens as 

enshrined in chapter two of the constitutions and    

social-democratic governance values and 

principles;

i. implementation  of  policies  to  promote  self- 

reliance in local refining of petroleum products; 

safe exploitation of mineral resources and 

restoration of mining sites;

j.        strengthening of local government administration

Strengthening the Nigeria Security System

The capacity and capability of the Nigerian armed forces, 

security and criminal justice agencies need to be constantly 

assessed in light of prevailing security dynamics. Nigeria 

security agencies are overwhelmed by the scale, complexity, 

and diversity of the manifestations of insecurity in the country. 

There is a gross deficit in the capacity and capability of the 

security agencies required to effectively and efficiently combat 

the current insecurities in the country. The lack of necessary 

capacity and capability by the security forces has adversely 

affected their efforts to combat the insecurities in the country 

and led to increasing erosion of confidence in the government 

to protect the country and its citizens, as well as the 

construction of conspiracy theories of collaboration, 

allegations of corruption and indifference by some top officials 

of government and armed forces. Inadequate capability 

andpoor management of available resources are major 

constraints on combating insecurity in the country.

The federal government should engage the public in 

transparent dialogue and acknowledge its constraints so that it 

can mobilise citizens to support efforts at combating the multi- 

faceted and worsening insecurities in the country. The 

President should liberally employ constitutional resources 

such as the Council of the State; National Defence Council, 

National Security Council and the Police Council for 

consultation, advice and consensus-building. This will 

considerably moderate the perception and allegation of 

indifference and collusion against the Presidency and foster 

national consensus over the measures and resources required 

to defeat insecurity in the country.

The Nigeria Police Force (NPF) is the lead internal security 

service  but  it is poorly  equipped  in all areas - personnel, 

material, modern intelligence and investigation equipment 

and skills, and operation. Its inadequate personnel are 

depleted without replacement because of irregular 

recruitment, which has led to the closure of many police posts. 

Similarly, the intelligence, investigation and operational 

capability of the NPF are grossly inadequate due to insufficient 

resources. Deficits in training, modern policing competence 

and technologies and strategic leadership are some of the 

problems encountered by the Force. The intelligence, 

investigation and operational planning and execution 

capability of the Nigeria Police Force and the State Security 

Service (SSS) should be continuously strengthened. 
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Nigeria police should recruit junior officers annually. 

Recruitment should be greater than those leaving the service 

during the year by at least a margin of 10%. The strength of an 

organisation is depleted by resignation, retirement, death, 

incapacitation, termination and dismissal. In a situation where 

there is no recruitment for five years, the depletion of the staff 

strength is significant with serious consequences for the 

effectiveness of the Force.  Other security agencies should also 

recruit annually at least to replace the outflow personnel or 

maintain optimal strength. The training, supervision, civility, 

responsiveness, accountability and motivation of officers  on  

junior  and  intermediate  cadres  who  constitute 'street and 

beat personnel' are critical to efficient, equitable and impartial 

security services delivery.

There is a multiplicity of policing and vigilante groups created 

and maintained by state and local governments as well as the 

proliferation of militias, and arm-bearing vigilantes, often in 

violation of the law. There is a need for a national constitutional 

and statutory framework to regulate the establishment, 

operations and dissolution of armed security providers 

established sub-national states. Non-state security providers 

should be duly regulated and supervised through the 

registration and of groups and biometric database of their 

operatives.

The deployment of the military in special operations and task 

forces in virtually all the states of the Federation constitutes a 

threat to the professionalism of the armed forces. It also has the   

prospect   of   civilianisation   of   the   military   and   the 

militarization of society. There is a need to reverse the trend. 

Existing law enforcement agencies should be rationalised by 

removing duplication of functions, duties and powers to make 

them more effective and accountable as well as eliminating 

redundancy, waste and inter-agency conflicts.

The Police Mobile Force (PMF) should be re-professionalised 

and strengthened in accordance with its original roles in the 

establishment law which may be reviewed in light of changing 

circumstances. Members of the PMF should not be deployed as 

escorts and bodyguards to the powerful and wealthy persons in 

society. The establishment of an intermediate force between 

the Nigeria Police Force and the Armed Forces deserve urgent 

consideration.

There is an urgent need for the establishment and maintenance 

of functional and efficient industry for the production of 

different equipment, arms and ammunition in the country. 

These may be achieved through several approaches, including 

strengthening the production capacity of the Defence 

Industries Corporation, incentives to private sector companies 

with the potential for production of appropriate equipment. 

The country should aim at achieving a reasonable level of self-

reliance arms and military equipment production within the 

next ten years by strengthening research and development, 

and partnerships.

Politicisation of the country's security and criminal justice 

agencies should be avoided. A professional and efficient 

human resources management system should be 
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establishedfor the agencies. Recruitment, promotion, 

appointment and deployment should be determined by 

possession of appropriate competence and demonstrated 

meritorious performance.   An effective system for intelligence 

sharing; joint operations; communication, collaboration and 

coordination among security agencies should be established 

and sustained.

Conclusion

The current widespread and complex problems of insecurity in 

Nigeria can be attributed to several factors, especially the 

scarcity of socio-economic opportunities; exclusion of the 

majority of citizens from available resources and entitlements  

in society,  resulting in widespread poverty and 

disenchantment; inequality of access to critical human 

development and welfare services (education, health care, 

employment, social protection and safety nets) leading to 

alienation of citizens from government; weak, unaccountable, 

irresponsive and captured state institutions as well as negative 

identity politics.

Security and peace are desired, even by warriors and their 

sponsors, because they look forward to enjoying the spoils of 

war. Literature and research have identified several economic, 

political, socio-demographic and cultural factors that 

positively influence the attainment and sustainability of 

security and peacefulness in a country (Huang and Throsby 

2011: 8; World Health Organisation 2012) . The factors that 

have been identified in the literature include:

1. Strong democratic governance capacity, capability and 

legitimacy as well as effective political, economic and 

social institutions and leadership;

2. High level of sustainable prosperity indicated by very low 

unemployment and poverty rates;

3. High per capita income and low inequality in income 

distribution;

4. Consistent economic growth through high productivity in 

the real, knowledge and service sectors of the economy;

5.       Global competitiveness in international trade;

6. Low incidence and prevalence of corruption in public and 

private sectors;

7. Promotion   and   protection   of   fundamental   rights, 

liberties and rule of law by citizens, groups, organisations 

and government at all levels of society;

8. Qualitative and globally competitive education that is 

relevant to the sustainable development of society and 

accessible to citizens without unwarranted constraints;

9. High health status, including the low incidence of infant 

and maternal morbidity and mortality;

5. Huang S. and D. Throsby 2011. Economic, political, and social determinants of peace. The 
Economics of Peace and Security Journal, Vol. 6, 2: 4-
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10. Low   population   density   and   growth   rate   that   is 

significantly lower than the economic growth rate of the 

country

11. Low  incidence  and  prevalence  of  ethnic,  cultural, 

religious and political prejudices, intolerance, 

discrimination and violence.

Nigeria needs to review its development planning templates 

and goals, to mainstream these factors that promote human 

security.
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millions of people and workers, forcing them to flee their 

homes and lose access to their livelihoods. A disproportionate 

response by security forces against civilians has also 

aggravated the conflict. Displaced communities are almost 

entirely reliant on humanitarian aid and government support, 

the scarcity of which exacerbates existing community, 

underlying religious and ethnic tensions, as well as creating 

rivalries with host communities.

The devastation wreaked by the insurgent group has generated 
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10. Low   population   density   and   growth   rate   that   is 

significantly lower than the economic growth rate of the 

country

11. Low  incidence  and  prevalence  of  ethnic,  cultural, 

religious and political prejudices, intolerance, 

discrimination and violence.

Nigeria needs to review its development planning templates 

and goals, to mainstream these factors that promote human 

security.
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have continued to be at intense risk, survivors of conflict and 

sexual violence continue to carry a heavy cultural stigma for the 

victims. Citizens are being killed, kidnapped, maimed, there is 

a dearth of services specifically tailored to address the trauma 

they have experienced which leads to compounding their 

psychological distress. In this context, many victims of this 

conflict isolate themselves from their communities, while some 

are at the risk of being recruit by Boko Haram. Such continued 

social fragmentation and distrust, coupled with the ongoing 

broader violence, is a clear barrier to peace and security. It 

prevents communities from working together to address root 

causes of conflict among themselves and risks generating new 

tensions and violence.

As a result of the conflict, the NLC in Borno State has engaged 

in so many activities including street protest, visitation of IDP 

camps to donate, organizing workshops trauma counselling, 

we are able to build the resilience of unions through the help of 

the American Solidarity Centre and come up with a Charter of 

Demands for front line workers through the assistance of 

Public Service International (PSI). We also issued joint press 

releases with NECSOB on the way forward in the state.

The Nigerian workers are increasingly confronted with the 

following challenges which require quick and immediate 

action, some of the challenges are:

. Workers were and are still prime targets of terror groups 

either on the highways, in their localities or their placesof 

work. In most instances, they hide their identities against 

armed groups for the fear of being kidnapped and killed.

. In Borno State alone, more than 700 workers were killed 

and about 548 of them were school teachers, these, 

however, is posing a threat not only to the population of 

teachers but the overall educational sector.

. More  than  2  million  people  including  workers  are 

displaced, forcing them to take refuge in IDP camps and 

some instances squatting with families.

. Places of work were also the main targets of destructive 

making workplaces in conducive

. The State is overburdened by the humanitarian crisis, 

workers welfare such as annual increments and 

promotional benefits are no longer priorities.

. Exorbitant leaving condition

. Overstretched and obsolete working facilities

. Little or no compensation to families of deceased or 

abducted workers in the line of duty

. Trauma, depression and distress is fast and immensely 

affecting the productivity of workers

. Generally,  more than 50,000 people were killed as a 

result of insurgency, banditry, kidnapping and over 

20thousand families have lost their breadwinners 

making the population of widows and orphans to be at the 

increase
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. Proliferation of arms and ammunition is increasing in the 

Lake Chad area due to the porosity of the Sahel

. There is a high rise in the prevalence of child abuse, child 

labour, gender-based violence

In view of the above, we call on the Government and all other 

actors to deploy a multi-stakeholder approach in bringing a 

definite end to the ongoing and lingering challenges around the 

security sector to reduce its rate of havoc on the Nigerian and 

the Nigerian workers. Therefore,

. As a matter of urgency, the Government needs to review 

the current tactics of the ongoing fight against insurgency 

to   annihilate  the  insurgent  group  to  avoid  further 

damage

. Government should deploy dialogue and mediation with 

aggrieved parties as a way of bringing a lasting end to the 

ongoing conflicts

. Building trust between civilians and security agencies for 

information and intelligence sharing.

. Full collaboration with CJTF, Hunters, Vigilante groups 

with Security forces is required.

. Traditional rulers should be consulted constantly

. Use  of modern technology in fighting war should be a 

priority of our armed forces.

. In order to attend to the growing trauma and frustration 

experienced by victims, the NLC should initiate Victims 

Welfare Fund by urging all workers to donate 1% of their 

basic salary.

. Families of the deceased should be supported and those 

with unsettled benefit should be provided to enable their 

family's carter for the day-to-day life

. Workers should be adequate protected irrespectively on 

whether they work in rural or urban areas

. Remuneration  of  workers  should  be  judiciously  and 

timely provided

In conclusion, I will like to call on the Government at all level to 

prioritize the safety and security workers call on all of us to 

remember the families or colleagues who lost their lives in the 

line of duty, believe me, some of them are not finding the path of 

life as easy as we may imagine. Thank you and may God protect 

the Federal Republic of Nigeria.

Long live the Nigerian workers!

Long live the Nigerian Labour Congress! 

Long live the Federal Republic of Nigeria!
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133. STEPHEN KANBAYI NUT

134. ABUBAKAR B.M NUT

135. ATTAHIRU E. ISHAKU NUT

136. PAUL DIMKA                           NUT

137. ABUBAKAR  Y.  KAGARKO      NUT

138. USMAN  G.  ALIYU             NUT   

139. YUSUF ABDULRAZAQ JUSUN ABUJA

140. SHUAIBU YUNUSA JUSUN ABUJA

141. ALIYU HALIMA AEPB (MHWUN)

142. KIM SAMUEL MHWUN

143. SHARABO ABUBAKAR MHWUN

144. TONY AMBI EHORECON                MHWUN

145. GODWIN AMEH MHWUN

146. IDONIBOYE B. TAMI MHWUN

147. EMMANUEL DUNG MHWUN

148. EMMANUEL JACOB MHWUN

149. USMAN OLAWALE MHWUN FCT

150. OGBONNA MBA UNTP

151. MADAKI MERCY HW UNION

152. ABDULLAHI B. DAWAKI UATH

153. OKOLO O. NICODEMUS HOROBN

154. ABUBAKAR SADIQ A. HOROBN

155. ELIMADU RAHMAT U. BOROBN

156. KHADIJAT IBRAHIM HRORPN

157. ZUBAIRU ALIYU BOROBN

158. ESTHER DAUDA NPHCDA

159. ADAMU J. BAURA AMAC

160. YVONNE YINFA OWEI MHWUN

161. OKORO GILBERT MHWUN

162. SULEIMAN LAWAN MHWUN

163. BAMSUJI E.D. NUPTE

164. OGUCHE ELIZABETH NUPTE

165. SALOME HASSAN NUPTE

166. DORCAS ABAJE NUPTE

167. INUMOTOYE BABATUNDE NUHPSW

168. ISA KATA YUSUF NUHPSW

169. AKPAN EKOMOBONG NUHPSW

170. JEROME O. OSAN NUHPSW

171. TANKO DAKOJI USHAFA NUP

172. ALIYU IBRAHIM NUP

173. THEOPHILUS C. OKOLI NUP

174. OSIBOGUN OLAKUNLE JUSUN

175. BALA JUSTINA HMB

176. AKINOLA JULIUS

177. PETER ONYEABOR TEXTILE
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178. UWECHUE CYRIL NANNM

179. ANYANWU VERONICA NANNM

180. ONOJA PRISCILLA V. NANNM

181. OCHEJA NAPOLEON A. NASU

182. DURU IFEOMA NLC

183. ADEFUNA DANIEL NASU

184. BENJAMIN ADEYONGO NASU

185. UDENSI JENNIFER NASU

186. SIMON S. WENZAMMA NUBIFIE

187. ABUBAKAR A. YAKUB NLC

188. AFINIKI SAIDU NUPTC

189. IKE LINDA FMITI

190. ABOMAH STELLA FCSC

191. BAYO AYODEJI NUCECFWW

192. MUSA GAMBO NUCECFWW

193. EMEKA NWACHUKWU NUCECFWW

194. AKIN GODWIN NUCECFWW

195. GODIYA JOSHUA NANNM

196. O.O. BARADIYA FRSC

197. AISHA JIBRIL NHIS

198. UZO IYOHA NANNM

199. AKOSHI SHEKWOLO NANNM

200. OKONKWO SAMUEL MPR

201. AMEDU S. ALIU NPHCDA

202. AYUBA E. BANGI NASC

203. NWABUFU UCHE NDHCDA

204. ADAMU S.N. DOBE NUP

205. HADIZA IBRAHIM NUP

206. SULEIMAN YACHI NUP

207. HASSAN YAKUBU NPHCDA

208. MICAH SABO NPHCDA

209. NUHU HABILA B. NPHCDA

210. AJUONU JACINTA NPHCDA

211. ATEKAN BRIDGET FMARD

212. MONDAY ERIBA AIT

213. OLUSEGUN ADENIYI AIT

214. ENESISRI UCHE AIT

215. HASSAN APEH AIT

216. ADEUOLE PETER AIT

217. IRABOR PHILIP AIT

218. ELEWA ADENIYI AIT

219. ZUBAIRU ABDULWAREEM AIT

220. GERLISHAN DANJUMA AIT

221. EBHOHON OBEHI P. AIT

222. ROSEMARY WILKEY AIT

223. OLUSEGUN EMMANUEL TV 360

224. ADEDOL OGUNLANA SILVER BIRD TV

225. MAVIS AKORKA FTAN TV

226. ZUBAIRU ALIYU MOH'D NPHCDA

227. ATIKU UMAR A. NPHCDA

228. ADAMU JIBRIN NPHCDA

229. RHODA M. BITRUS NPHCDA

230. AKUBO AUGSTINE VIGILANTE GROUP OF NIG.

231. OKEH FRANCA NUL FCT

232. EJARO DAVID OLANG MOD

233. TONGSHAKA N. JOEL NASENI (NASU)

234. UMAR SHUAIBU MADAKI NASENI (NASU)

235. EMMANUEL KASARACHI NANNM

236. BERNARD UWAOMA C. NUCECFWW

237. ADEBAYO J.Y. FMC, JABI
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238. UDEZE JESSICA WDH

239. UZUEGBUNAN RITA WDH

240. JATAU MONDAY ALI NUCE, OFUU

241. MAMLUAN JAMES NUBIFIE

242. OGUNFOWOTE OPELOLUWA NUBIFIE

243. ADUKU BLESSING ALLI NUBIFIE

244. IKYEGH ISHA NASU

245. AYUBA LAMKOTSO MOGOWO MHWUN

246. MUAZU ABDULLAHMID NANNM

247. DUNA KIM CHIJI NANNM 

248. CHUKUN EUCHARIA NANNM

249. JAKADA A. BULUS NANNM

250. JAMI D. MELA NANNM

251. IBEH NNAMDI NUCECFWW

252. BENJAMIN JOHN NUCECFWW

253. MIKE LIYAS NUCECFWW

254. VINCENT LEO NULGE, AMAC

255. BASSEY .T. ECHEMI MHWUN

256. EKAMI SOLOMON R. MHWUN

257. HARUNA ABDULLAHI MHWUH

258. HASSENI MGOKOT NASU

259. JEZHI .S. MUSA N.U.P

260. ABDULLAHI ISU  N.U.P

261. YUSUF WIRIAM MHWUN

262. UKPAI IFEANYI MHWUN

263. KOLADE UMONU JUSUN

264. OTOBO OSMONDA JUSUN

265. UMARU FRIDAY NUCECFWW

266. USIM HELEN .O. MHWUN

267. FRED IMITIANREYHER MHWUN

268. ELELA MURAINA MHWUN

269. SOLOMON ETULO AIT

270. YAKUBU D. SHEHU NUCECFWW

271. KENAI D. NANCHAK NANNM

272. GAMBU OCHLAMI AMAC

273. ONABE ABIJOH VITA

274. OKONKWO NKECHI AMAC

275. ADEBOLA B.M. NASU

276. ABON M. SALLU NARDS

277. YAU ADAMU NUCECFWW 

278. OTIS A. SULE NUCECFWW

279. ESTHER USMAN NHA

280. MOHAMMED O. SALUB NUTONN

281. PITAN OYINDANNOTA NURAILWAY

282. ODO .E. CHINASA NANNM

283. ACHOR .N. LINDA NAMNM

284. OKONKWO .C. JOY NANNM

285. ZUWAIRAT AMINU NUT

286. C. S. UCHECHUKWU NANNM

287. DAVID HELEN P. NANNM

288. NWAOHA .U NANNM

289. PATRICIA EBI N-EWANG NANNM

290. OKON RITA ADH

291. CHIAMAKA ANNA EZIMAH ADH

292. IKENNA MBANETO NANNM

293. HAUWA .H. IGWEOKWU NHWUN

294. OKAFOR AMAKA .V. FUWR

295. DIKKO .M. HASSAN NHWU

296. IBRAHIM ABDULLAHI EVUTI NUT

297. AKAN .E. D NCSU
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298. ADACHE THERESA .O. NANNM

299. JUSTINS ONWEAZU NANNM

300. AYANDIRAN FOLASADE MHWUN SOS

301. SULEIMAN .O. ELIZA RATTAWU

302. LEMUEL, X. A BOF

303. ZUBAIDA BUKAR KIN NEMA

304. ABUBKAR JIBRIL  NUT

305. CHUKUS OGBUTE MHWUN

306. ADISHETN HUSSEINI MHWUN

307. FARA'A .B. MAKAMA MHWUN

308. FRANCISCA OBOALOR EKEH MHWUN

309. OLADELE MODUPE CHRISTIAN MHWUN

310. MIKE OJEEKPO MHWUN

311. AUDU YAKUBU MHWUN

312. ABDULAUUDAHI ADAMU MHWUW

313. UDOH A.E FMHADMSD

314. AHMED NNA ABDULLAHI FMHADMSD

315. PETER NWANGUMA MPR

316. AKINKWON SOLA RATTAWU

317. ELEHU ABDULAZEEZ RATTAWU

318. MICAH AIM RATTAWU

319. OBASI VINCENT N. FED. HIGH COURT

320. EDEMA OLUFEMI JBN

321. AMINA F. SALEUDEEN NUTG

322. ROSEMANY N. EZE NPHCDA

323. TOHUTTI OLUWABUNMI AMAC

324. OMOTOYINBO FLORENCE NUPSRAW

325. LYDIA BATARI NUPSRAW

326. PRINCE MIKE HOLYM NASU

327. ABULLAHI UMAR NULGE

328. SALISU A. BAGOBIRI FMOH

329. MAIMUNA IBRAHIM FCT, PHCD

330. ODEY FERDINAND FCT, PHCD

331. OKOROIWU EZE FCT, PHCB

332. WARIKO ONYINYE NBS, HQ

333. IBRAHIM H. AHUOIZA SEB, FCT

334. OCHIBUZO OKECHUKWU CCTV

335. UMAR MIKAILU NUCECFWW

336. FRANCISCA OGAUILIVEN FED. MIN. OF AGRIC

337. AZUBUKWE ENJOR MHWWU

338. MARY EBOCHI NANNM

339. AMUWA JOSEPHINE FMF

340. SALISU IBRAHIM MHWUN

341. CANICE IKASHI RATTAWU

342. AGUNMOLA GIDEON B. HMB

343. AGYE DANIEL MHWUN

344. UMAR NURA SANI FMBN

345. A.M. AWWAL FMBN

346. JOHN BAIDUI FMBN

347. SHATTU USMAN MAWUN

348. ABIODUN BADRU NANNM

349. ESTHER EGBE NANNM

350. OGAR OCHUOLE FMARD

351. M.I. ZUBAN NUAAE

352. JEGEDE .O.K RATTAWU

353. FATIMA JAWN FCC

354. SADIQ DAUDA NUCECFWW

355. PAUL ODEH NCSU

356. AJUMA SANDRA AUPCTRE

357. ADELEKE TINYADE NBC
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358. ATTAH BLESSING NBC

359. ADELAKAN ADEYINKA .D. NBC

360. USMAN YUSUF NBC

361. OCHE .O. JOHN NBC

362. IDACHE DAVID NNPC

363. FAMAKINWA AKIN FCT HMB, MHWUN

364. SHAUIBU OHUDAYO FCT HMB MHWUN

365. BELLO JIBRIL .O. AEPB – MHUNU

366. TINA EYEGBANGHENREN MHWUN

367. NWAH AFATH NUP

368. ANN AMAHAOTI FMP

369. OBINECHE, A.A NUPSRAW

370. BAMIGBOYE ADEJOKE EHORECON

371. ONUOHA MARTINS NUPSRAW

372. MEMU ALHAJI MMSD

373. SAEED ADEBAYO NUPENG

374. HAUDA SAMBO RATTAWU

375. OBADIARU EMMANUEL NPC

376. OGUNGBE DAMILARE NUR

377. BINAUDO VIVIAN NSCU

378. JOSEPH NYAGWANI NSCU

379. O.C. OGBONNA NVAHP

380. MARTIN EGBANUBY NVAHP

381. CHUKWU NNEOMA OAGF

382. UZOMA ESENI AANI

383. ANDREW SUNDAY E. EHORECON

384. EZEA GERALDINE. C. NANNM

385. SANI SHUAIBU NANNM

386. NYIAM COMFORT A. NANNM

387. ELABOR MOHAMMED NCSU

388. ISHAKU SUNDAY NANNM

389. ABDULLAHI. A. DAUDU NANNM

390. UMAR LAYZIN AMC MEDIA

391. ACHOR CYN OMAR E. INTERIOR

392. NWIGWE ONYEKACHI ROSE INTERIOR

393. AGABA RITA NKEM NCSU

394. ROSE  EBUSE                                 NUPSTRAW

395. CHRITOPHER  UCHE  K.O             NUPSTRAW 

396. OLAOYE     KR                                 AUPCTRE

397. EMMANUEL  OPARA                  AUPCTRE

398. BELLO    MUH                        AUFCDN

399. IBRAHIM   USMAN                         AUPCTRE

400. SURAJO    ILLIYASU                      NTA

401. SUNDAY   JOSEPH                          NCSU

402. L. EKE                                              MDCN

403. ABDULAZEEZ  DHIRU                 AUPTCRE

404. SAUMAT     UMAR SANDA        NUT

405. OMOFAISE A                            NUT

406. SHAMIS     ALIYU                           COREN

407. AHMED SANI BABANGIDA         COREN

408. JOSHUA HABU M                         NIHSA

409. HELEN EFFIONG                         JUSUN

410. ADAOBI NKWCHA                    JUSUN

411. ODO      IJEOMA                      NUPSRAW

412. WBANU    NGOZI                    NUPSRAW

413. OKUWLA    TEMTOPI              NASU

414. AKPAN   GODWIN S            AUPTCRE

415. JOHN U                                NCSU

416. MILLICENT N,O           NUPSRAW

417. JOHN  JOSEPH          NANNM
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410. ADAOBI NKWCHA                    JUSUN

411. ODO      IJEOMA                      NUPSRAW

412. WBANU    NGOZI                    NUPSRAW

413. OKUWLA    TEMTOPI              NASU

414. AKPAN   GODWIN S            AUPTCRE

415. JOHN U                                NCSU

416. MILLICENT N,O           NUPSRAW

417. JOHN  JOSEPH          NANNM
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418. AKINTAYO OLUFEMI             NUCEEFWW

419. RKWANU B MUHAMMED     NDE

420. UCHA   IZUCHUKWN               NANNM

421. ONUORA     JANE A              NANNM

422. FALIMAH    RAJI                    AUPTCRE

423. IBRA HIM JIBRIN                 AUPTCRE

424. ADAMU D JAILONG                NCSU

425. OGAR   CHRISTOPER              GILMOR

426. USMAN H D                         NCSU

427. EMMANUEL   SULE                NCSU

428. USEN    COMFORT                NCSU

429. DANIEL    GRACE                   NUT

430. EMMANUEL   EGANTA          NLC

431. EMMA  UDOH                  NLC

432. YUSUF      M                           NUR

433. KNOWSING  GABRIEL B          MHWUN

434. MAGNUS  AYOKA                  EHORECON

435. MOHAMMED YUSUF             NUCECFWW

436. STANLY DIBUAH                     NUCEEFWW

437. JAMES JEREMIAH                  NUT

438. UMARU  ADO                         NUP

439. SULEIMAN   ZAKARI                NUP

440. MAMMAN  S EZEKIEL           NUP 

441. PIUS  PANSHIK                        AUPCTRE

442. IBEH    P.                                NLN

443. ETIM  EMMANUEL                 NBC

444. ALFA   JOHNSON                     NEMA

445. OBOCHI NORA                       NUR 

446. YINKA   AGABA                      NEMA

447. UTTAZI PETE                          FCCPC

448. TIMOTHY TIMBIR                  TUC

449. CHIGHBU  NDUBUSI             NCSU

450. AYODELE  DAMOLA                AUPTCRE

451. ALUJU  MARADUN                  AUPTCRE

452. ADEBANJO JUBRIL                  AUPTCRE

453. ALABI  SIKIRU                                NUCCEFN

454. F. AMAKA                                     NUR

455. HOJO  HELEN                                 NASS

456. ASMAN ISAH                                  NASU

457. AINA SESAN                                    NHIS

458. EPHRAIM  EMEM NELSON           NANNM

459. NAFISAT ABDULAHI MAGAJI     NANNM

460. SAM   OGBEIFN                               STV

461. MUSA   AHMED                               NUT

462. ABRAHAM  SUNDAY                     NUT

463. JOHN   DANIEL                                OSGF

464. CHINYUWN  KELYUN                    NANNM

465. IZUCHWKU    ESTHER                    NANNM

466. GUTAP      NANTONG                      NANNM

467. COM GEORGE U                            NUCECFWW

468. COM WAHEHE OLORI                    NUCECFWW

469. ODEH GABRIEL                               AUPCTRE

470. ADAMA  ENOCH                              AUPCTRE

471. SALIHU   ALI                                    VON

472. ONUCH  ANTHONG                        AMAL

473. REV ANAMAH N'BENLLGO         RATTAWU

474. OJUKWU EDWIN                           NPHCDA

475. OKONIGENE   GODWIN                 RATTAWU

476. HABIBA SALISU                              NUP

477. MOHMMED M BIDA                   NUP 
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478. ENGR  AGBOLA  DIPO                   AUPCTRE

479. BALA   ASAN                                 AUPCTRE

480. NWANNUNU IFEOMA                   FMA/RD

481. OGHNYOMI DADA M                   FCTA/SDS

482. FARIDA SAMBO                              NCSU

483. MARCARET   JETHR                       NUT

484. MERCY JONAH                                NUCECFWW

485. OBAYAJI A                                      MHWUN

486. ARIKU    OLIVER                             BGH

487. NDADU    LADI                               BGH

488. ABRAHAM ROBERT                       BGH 

489. VONGMAN P KEVIN                       BGH 

490. OMENTA  RACHAEL                      AEPB

491. ADAMS YAKUBU MERCY            AEPB

492. MARTHA  INUWA                           NANNM

493. AYALI     SUIE                                  NUT

494. ADEDOJE  OLAJIDE                        AUPCTRE

495. YUNUSA USMAN                              NATIONAL HOSPITAL 

496. ENGR  BAKWO  IBRAHIM             NATIONAL HOSPITAL

497. HINDAJU MOHD NASS       GWARINPA GEN. HOSPITAL

498. FELICIA  H                                      KAPITAL FM

499. ESTHER OLIVER                             NULGE

500. GLORY U UCHE                              NLN

501. GUDUG AOHDH                             AUPCTRE

502. ALIM   O H                                      AUPCTRE

503. DAUDA    NULU                            I S T

504. YAKUBU B DANJUMA                 I S T

505. ABDUL HAMID HASSAN               I S T

506. OZIGI  A. D                                    FMOT

507. ABAH   G. O                                 FMOT

508. AKEEM KOLAWYE                        MHWUN

509. SALIHU   ALHASSAN  A.               NUT

510. ATUORA   ALFUOP A                     NUT

511. ABDUL FLNSHO               NEMA

512. AIH MODU   BUKAR                 AEPB

513. EMMAUNEL  MASHAL              NUCD

514. JOB   LIKILA                               NUBIFIE

515. MOHAMMED  KYARI                 NDLEA

516. VIASHINA   TIMOTHY                  JUSUN

517. SUNDAY     AFOLABI                    NTA

518. LAURETTA   IBE                            NLC

519. NORBENT                                    NLC

520. PATRICK   O . EGOBUNOR            NLC

521. OKENE   ROSE   M.                    NLC

522. RAMATU  IBRAHIM   SHADE       NLC

523. ODEKEL  ABIGAIL F                     NLC

524. OGIDEN  S A,                              FMY&SD

525. BENJAMIN DANIEI           FCT  SPORTS  COUNCIL

526. ISHAYA  AP  EABA                        NUAMAC

527. REGINA    J ABAH                         NUPSRAW

528. ADAMA  ISYAIG                            RATTAWU

529. ODOH    AUSTINE                         NURTW

530. SOFENWA  ABIODUN                    NURTW

531. LUCY  ODUMU                              NURTW

532. A.A.  SULAIIMAN                           NUMW

533. MUSTAPHA  SUAIMAN                 NUMW

534. SIR GODSON ANUCHA                  NCSU

535. CHUKWUMA   ALIOBU                 NUPSRAW

536. ADEKEYE      IBUKUN                 NUT 

537. LAWRANCE    EMMA                  NUCECFWW
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538. ABAWONSE   OLUFEMI              NUHPSW

539. A.  H.  WALE                    NCSU

540. MUSA JEZLU                                    MULTI 

541. BEN   BENEDCEA                            IHVN

542. SIKARI   APAGU                              NLC

543. COM.  IDRIS  ABDULMUMIN        AUPCTRE

544. ELIZABETH    MACAULY              AUPCTRE

545. EDIBO  AMEH                             AUPCTRE

546. OKON     GODWIN                           FME

547. COM.  YAKUBU S.                           FME

548. COM.   IFY     OKOYEOCH              FME

549. ADEOLA    SUNDAY                        FMYHSD

550. RUFAS       BITRUS                           NANNM

551. OKAUKON   ONOHAMTTON         NANNM

552. LAWAL  A  SEUN                      NULGE

553. AUDU  G USMAN                             NUT

554. AFUWAI  BILLY G                           NUT

555. A. B. YAKAS                                     NUT

556. MERCY   J OLOUMFEMI                NANNM 

557. COM. SALISU ABDULKADRI        JUSUN

558. COM.  SAMUEL O INHA                 JUSUN

559. COM. BABADE ABIGAIL               NUT 

560. DAUDA  SUNDAY                           NICN

561. FRANCIS  LEDA                               NUP

562. ILIYPSU GARBA                        NUP

563. AKOR THOMAS                           NUPSRAN

564. YESUFA   BABATUNDE                 NUCECFWW

565. ALIDU  BENJAMIN                          NANNM 

566. SUNDAY  TIMOTHY                       NUT

567. NUHU   PHILIP                    NANNM

568. NUHU    DADI                      NANNM 

569. R. A. SHAMA                       NCSU

570. ONYEODI                             NUPENG

571. PATRIK   O MADU                NCSU

572. COM. ADEMUNFIWA PETER   NUEE

573. COM. PETER  IBAME              NCSU

574. JAMES   JOHN                     NCSU

575. OLALEYE  NGOZI                   NCMM

576. AYENI   FELICIA                   NUPSRAW

577. JUSTINA   KORIE                  NUPSRAW

578. FOLASHADE FAMYDO          MHWUN 

579. ILTSANW  FEMI                    NPSRAW

580. ASABE   B. KADIRI               NPSRAW

581. NGWOBE  CHIJOKE M            NANNM

582. EJIM C EMMANUEL                 NANNM

583. UKANDU    GLORY                    NUPSRAW

584. EWHA       NGERE                   NCSU

585. BABAS      SAMUEL                 MHWUN

586. MALLAM  HAMZA MUSA         AUAAE

587. MOHAMMED   BEBEJI            NCSU

588. MUSA M  SALKA                         NANNM

589. ALAMI  LUCY                             NANNM

590. AKPI   JOSEPH                            NANNM 

591. COM.  AMADE  S A                         NUT

592. OJI  NDWAWE   U                           NUPCPS

593. M. S.  LOKO                                     NUT

594. SALEH   MOHAMMED                   NANNM

595. AJAYI   ESTHER                              NPHCRA

596. LAWRENCE      NANCY            NANNM 

597. KANINATU      ADAMU           NANNM
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598. DOLLY        D. OBAJE             NANNM

599. IMMACULATE  OKEACHIULAR  NPHCPH

600. FLORENCE    HAMED               FMARD

601. JAMES    SIMEN                      NUT

602. IBRAHIM   OGGA                      HRORBN

603. NOAMI  MARKUS                     NPHCDA

604. PETER    E                                 NUT

605. MERCY  EBONG UDO                NPHCDA

606. ALI    JOHN                                NPHCDA

607. DAUDV    JOSHUA                         UAPH

608. AHUNGWA T EMMANUEL           NANNM 

609. MUSA    YAHAYA                           NANNM

610. NUHU      IDI                                    HROKB

611. ZAINAB      MOHAMMED             NANNM

612. CHIKEZE    CHINYERE                  NANNM

613. AJAYI        EUNICE                         NANNM

614. NWOKOCHA  DOUGLAS               NUPTE

615. USMAN   BALA                                HRORBN

616. JOESPH    OLAOELE                        HRORBN

617. ZAKARI     SANI                               HRORBN

618. MAHUMMED    ABUBAKAR         HRORBN

619. REBECCA   BAMDELE                   NUTGWTN

620. SURAJUDEEN  O  IDAYAT            NUTGWTN

621. OLATUNDE  OLAJIDE                    NUTGWTN

622. JOYCE     CHIME                              NUPSRAW

623. GIMBA    JOHN  HARRY          NUBIFI

624. EKERE    O  VINCENT               NANNM

625. IDRIS   YAKUBU    HADI        NANNM

626. UMAR  M MAKUSIDI          NUT 

627. AMEH    BABA                    NUT

628. SANI         BABA                    PSI

629. BALA         SULE                      PSI

630. BUKAR       ABUBAKAR           PSI

631. AMINA AMINA BAWA             PSI

632. OMENKA  FRANCIS O              NUT

633. NUABUGWI LINDA                    TMOH

634. KEFAS   EMMANUEL               NUT

635. AKUS    A  IBRAHIM          NUT

636. OLANUNA   MERCY O                   NUT

637. BAKO    JOSEPHINE                      NUT

638. ELISHA   DANTANI                         NUT

639. GRACE   I BABA                          MHWUN

640. ADAMU  D. K.                               NANNM

641. ISMILA    MAMMAN                       NUTGWTN

642. LUKMAN    ZAKARIYYA               NUTGWTN

643. MOHAMMED DANJUMA               NUT

644. OLAPADE    O. DAYINTA    NUATE

645. SHEHU  A.  IBRAHIM                     NUATE

646. CHUKWUEMEKE BETHEL            NUATE

647. SULEMAN HASHIM                        NUT

648. MOHAMMED A MUSA                   NUATE

649. OKUNBOR U HYCENT                   NUATE

650. DAUDA   NANBO                            NUATE

651. BOBIMBI RUFES                             NUATE

652. MUSA YUNUSA AUPCTRE

653. ICHUKWU SYIVESTER AUPCTRE

654. MONDAY EGBUNU AUPCTRE

655. OMOTAYO GBEMISOLA A. AUPCTRE

656. ADEKOYA ADEWALE AUPCTRE

657. ESSUI RICHARD NUPRSAW
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658. ENGR. YAKUBU I. YABRA             AUPCTRE/FMW&H

659. HENRY OGAZI             AUPCTRE/MUSEUMS

660. AKINREMI RUKAYAT             AUPCTRE/MUSEUMS

661. ONWUKUE GIFT C. NUPSURW

662. EKEOHA C. OBIOMA NUPSURW

663. ENGR. OWOEYE SEYI AUPCTRE

664. MODO JUMMAI NANNM

665. JOHN MUSA NANNM

666. EGWA GODWIN - O NANNM

667. NAMMAN PHLEMON NANNM

668. ADIGHIBE ODOCHI MFA

669. STEPHEN E. PATIENCE NUT

670. SYLIA WUNI AJOH MHWUN

671. YAHAYA I. NDAKO NCSU

672. SHEBUT V. S. NCSU

673. NNUBI  I. C. NCSU

674. CALISTA NCSU

675. ODUFUWA S. O. NAT. LIBRARY

676. ODOZI OPARA CELINE FED. CIVIL COMMI

677. RUTH AZEKWUE ASPB

678. MANZO ISRAEL HEALTH

679. DIDAM JOEL B. MOD

680. ANIEKAN EFFIONG AUPCTRE

681. ABDULWAHID NUHU AUPCTRE

682. JOSHUA KODA AUPCTRE

683. NUHU SHEHU AUPCTRE

684. ISYAKU BAKO JUSUN

685. BUBA NEHEMAIH NUPTE

686. JACOB ENESI NUPTE

687. MUSA A. RATTAWU

688. HAUWA MUNDI RATTAWU

689. GODWIN NNANNA J. NANNM

690. ALIYU USMAN NUCECFWW

691. NASIR KABIR NLC

692. SABASTINE AYOKHAUDE NLC

693. SARATU Y. MUSA NLC

694. ALKALI O. JEREMIAH NLC

695. EJIM NGOZI M. HANNA

696. DAVIS O. H NANNM

697. SAMUEL RABIU MHWUN/NPHCDA

698. AHANONU IJEOMA C. GGH

699. ETOPA VICTOR OJONUGWA NLC

700. MAYAKI MARY MDH

701. ANYASODO VERONICA NUPTE

702. ADAMU MOSES NUT

703. YAKUB MUSA NUT

704. SAMSON HAMA NUT

705. UMORU LAWAL NUT

706. OLUSOLA, R. O NUT

707. INAH OBADIAH NUT

708. LINDA JOHN NUT

709. DOGARA DANIEL NUT

710. ADEKUNLE FUNMILAYO NUT

711. ELIZABETH C. IGBOKWE NLC

712. MAIRIGA BENJAMIN NHIS

713. GIDEON REUBEN NHIS

714. BENARD ESTHER M. NHIS

715. TINUGBON OLUBUNMI O. NHIS

716. ONYEKA JOSEPH O. NUT

717. JERRY LOLO AMAC/ NULGE
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718. DANLAMI Y. SADA AMAC /NULGE

719. MANASSEH N. BAKO AMAC /NULGE

720. MARTINA PAUL AMAC /EHT

721. SAHABI USMAN AMAC

722. ISMAIL M. YUSUF ABAJI

723. ADAMU JULIANA ABAJI

724. HABIBU RUKAYA ABAJI

725. ABDULLAHI JAGINDI NUT

726. HASSAN A. MARTHA NPHCDA

727. DAIRO – GRACE A EHORECOM

728. DADA EYITAYO            NATIONAL HOSPITAL

729. KAURA SARKI WODI MHWUN/ FCT

730. AKINYOSOYE OADOTUN NPHCDA

731. AKEREDOLU OLUBUNMI NPHCDA

732. SAIDU SHAIBU NANNM

733. SUSAN MAGAJI NPHCDA

734. BASIRAT ADEOSUN NANNM

735. UMAR MARIAM FCT/ PHCB

736. MANGUT JOHN NANNM

737. MAHMUD U. O NUPCPS

738. IBEH E. U NUPCPS

739. CHIDINMA ONUIKE NANNM

740. IDORENYIN F. DANIEL NANNM

741. FEMI ADEDEJI NHA

742. HARUNA MAGAJI NHA

743. LOUISA UKWU FMOH

744. AFU RITA NASS

745. MAKUSIDI MOH'D NUT

746. ONYEJE GLADYS NPHCDA

747. TITUS OKORO NCSU (FEDERAL COUNCIL)

748. GONGUNG LYDIA NANNM

749. ADAMU YUNUSA NUT

750. AKINGBADE, A. A. NUT ZUBA

751. CHIKE CHETAN NUCECFWW

752. ANYANWU DEBORAH NANNM

753. HASSAN KUZHIAGGE NUP

754. OGBONNAYA UDUMA NASU

755. ALHASSAN M. ISAH NUT

756. DIKEOCHA T. LUCKY NASC

757. EZEOKEKE CALISTA FMC/NANNM

758. ENDURANCE OKORONKWO NUCECFWW

759. SAMIRA AHMAD SHEHU NANNM /FCT

760. HASSAN N. OMOTAYO NCSU

761. OPARA CHINWE M. NANNM/ FCT

762. SAMUEL N. UWOTA MHWUN

763. BULUS HELEN NUT

764. JACOB AJIBULU

765. HAASTRUP GBADEBO NUT

766. SHUAIBU AUDU NUT

767. ONOJA EMMANUEL NUT

768. ARIYO FOLUKE NANNM

769. ABAH OCHE DAVID NUT

770. USMAN SAIDU MUYE NANNM /FCT

771. USMAN SAMUEL G. NANNM/ FCT

772. BOMOI M. IBRAHEEM NCSU

773. JIYA THEOPHILUS MHWUN

774. AWONIYI OLUSHOLA              MAHUN/EHORECON

775. OJO G. KAYODE NUHPSW

776. NYAM LYDIA AJIJI MAHWN/FMARD

777. VICTOR RUTH YIBIU FOLGONIN/NANNM
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778. MODI JIBRIN MHWUN/ FCT

779. BARNABAS Y. ARYU NUBIFIE

780. KAURA B. ELIJAH NUT

781. UDEGBUNAM UCHENNA NANNM

782. IBRAHIM RUTH NHA/ NANNM

783. ZAMANI ESTHER T. NANNM

784. SULE ADAMU S. NUT

785. ERIC EDOH NCSU

786. GRACE U. JOHN NANNM

787. IBE KELECHI NUPSRAW

788. OYEWOLE ADEMOLA MHWUN

789. ISA SALEH SHAU RATTAWU

790. SAPILO O. PATIENCE NANNM

791. UGODO CHARITY O. NUPSTRAW/NLN

792. OROKPO ISREAL NAAT

793. OBIJURU HILARY NUT

794. NYAGA PATIENCE WODI NUT

795. EJEH ADA E PAULINE NUT

796. ONYEJIKE CHINENYE FMARD

797. NDUBUISI NWACHUKWU NUT

798. IKEGWUONU THERESA NANNM

799. AYENI E. OPEYEMI             NANNM

800. HABILA REUBEN AMAC

801. OGUNLEYE OLADIPO NUPTE

802. OGWUCHE AMEH NUT

803. ATOLANI OLATEJU TOSIN NANNM

804. OKO PETER M. EHORECON

805. ONYIA-EKWUAZI MAUREEN NLC

806. SUNDAY GODWINTOUN RATTAWU

807. UKPANAH ALICE AUPTRE

808. ABDUL Y. AHMAD NUATE

809. BULUS JOYCE D. NUT

810. USMAN TIJAN NANNM

811. SHIMACHIMIN CYPRIAN NUT

812. OKUNWE B. O NUPSRAW

813. IBRAHIM B. MADAKI NUT

814. AISHA MOMOH FMC

815. MAHMUD NUHU SON

816. SAMUEL DOMINIC Z. NUT

817. MARTINA ELISHA

818. HAJARA UMAR HMD /FCT

819. AMUDALAT M. AMUDA AMAC

820. CHIKAMNELE ERONDU NANNM

821. OCHIDA SUNDAY NUT

822. OGUNREMI KEHINDE NUT

823. SAIDU SALIHU RATTAWU

824. ALABI OLUFEMI NASU

825. RONKE QUADRI NASU

826. DAVID AIYEJINA NAAT

827. DALUK ESTHER B. UATH

828. BAWA M. AYUBA UATH

829. MOHAMMED K. ALHASSAN NUT

830. JOHN DAVID NUT

831. AHMED M. MAIGARI VON

832. IBA TIMOTHY NUT

833. GABRIEL ALFA MHWUN

834. FELIX OLOTU NCSU

835. COVENANT SUNDAY JOHN NLC

836. ESTHER ADI GANI MDH

837. ODIBA PHILIP RATTAWU
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838. ABUBAKAR OIMUGWU NANNM

839. HELEN OLUWAFUNKE NANNM

840. ONOJO FLORENCE NANNM

841. OHIRI LINDA NANNM

842. I.B DAKURU  KARSHI NUT

843. ONYEAKAGBUSI C. N NUT

844. AMETU PATIENCE O. NUT

845. BABA MUSTAPHA NUPRAW

846. PROF. IYOYARDI WCCRF

847. USMAN DANASABE NANNM

848. JOASH J. B NUT

849. ANI EMMANUEL AHI NHIS

850. OSSAI USINE              LABOUR BUSINESS SCHOOL

851. AIWERIOBA EWEMADE NHA

852. ISIAKA ADAJI NUCECFWW

853. ITEKESI WALAMA NUPSRAW

854. ABRAHAM HANNAH NANNM

855. AHIABA FAITH SANDRA NANNM

856. AMINU SAIDU HUSSAINI FMARD

857. DENNIS DAUDA NUT

858. AUDU SANNI NUT

859. ASU VICTOR ASU NANNM

860. EDOH OISI OKPE NUT

861. UGAH JONATH NANNM

862. ADAMU NUHU MHWUN

863. SHIAKA, SUSAN RMRDC

864. MOSES GRACE O. NANNM /FMOH

865. THOMAS ABIOLA NANNM/UATH

866. HELEN N. OSADEME NANNM/UATH

867. NNABUGWU LINDA NANNM

868. ABDULLAHI ABDULMUMIN  MWUN

869. CEICILIA A. OGAR NUP

870. ISAAC O. ONYE NANNM

871. ABDULLAHI NAMAH PHD/PHDA

872. NOK ISHAKU NLC

873. AJAYI EMOKPAIRE RATTAWU

874. EHFI VICTOR RATTAWU

875. CHARITY IVEREN NUT

876. HALILU RABIU AHMAD NANNM

877. CHUKWUEMEKA AGOUNYE NULGE

878. IKE ABUJU NULGE

879. SUNDAY ADENIRAN NULGE

880. OPARA JOACHIM NUTGTWN 

881. USMAN OTARU NUTGWN

882. IREFUN TITILAYO OLURANTI MHWUN

883. GRACE BURAIMOH MHWUN

884. OKPANACHI, JOY X FME

885. ESTHER OKOPI MOD

886. RABI SHUAIBU NUT

887. OTOKUNRI BUSOLA NANNM

888. IBITEYE OLUWAKEMI NANNM

889. ADAH MIKE NUR

890. FREDRICK J. OTUAYE NUR

891. OLAYODE KEHINDE NUR

892. ADEKUNLE R. RUFUS NUR

893. SADIYA I. HASSAN NASU

894. DANIEL OTAKPI NCSU

895. IKE IFEOMA S. FCTA/SDS  MHUYH

896. DANJUMA THERASA FMOH

897. HENRY YAKWO AMAC
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898. HASSAN HARUNA AMAC

899. MAIKASUWA IDRIS AMAC

900. AJEWOLE ABIOLA F. AMAC

901. VICTORIA M. BABA AMAC

902. ABDULLAHI ALHASSAN AMAC

903. GEORGEWILL SELEMA FCT

904. BABAYO BIU FHC

905. AUTA LYDIA FCT

906. OLOGBO EDWIN MOD/MHWUN

907. AKPATA OYIZA HAJARAT AEPB

908. OSSAI DOROTHY N. NANNM

909. JOYCE Y. MUGI ARCN

910. AGBO COMFORT MPR

911. EWHE PHILOMENA O. MOD

912. AKPAN REBECCA S. FME/FCT

913. SANUSI SANI SHC

914. IBRAHIM A. BUHARI NUT

915. ADAMU OSANUT NUT

916. ANAZA BASHIR NUT

917. AKANO OLANIKE AUPCTRE

918. ADENAIKE JOY NCSU

919. PAWA D. CHRISTY NUT

920. EREM AWA U. AUPCTRE

921. MAIGIDA J. SOLOMON NUT

922. WILCOX C. UDUEZUE ANAP

923. MUSA A. TIYAN AUPCTRE

924. ONAH EMMANUEL NUCECFWW

925. MALIK  SALEH NUCECFWW

926. IHUOMA M. C NUPCPS

927. ODIAKA ROSEMARY NUPSRAW

928. NNADI CYNTHIA NIPOST/NUPTE

929. AHMED ALIU NUCECFWW

930. FANI ADEBIYI NUTG

931. KAYODE OLALEKAN NUCECFWW

932. BENLIAM P. BATARI NANNM

933. MOHD USMAN SHEHU NUT

934. JONAH AKWASI A. NUT

935. ZIMBWA MALI NUT/FCT

936. KANKANI B. MUHAMMED NUT/FCT

937. NAOMI M. CHARA MHWUN

938. IKUSHIKA O. OLUWAYEMISI NANNM

939. POPOOLA DEBORAH NANNM

940. REGINALD AGULANNA NUHPSW

941. REUBEN WAZIRI NUCECFWW

942. MOHAMMED IDRIS NUT

943. HANATU ADAMU NUPSRAW

944. APOLLOS A. MAIGARI NULGE

945. MUSTAPHA YUNUSA SDS

946. P. MARTINS-LUTHER FMOH

947. HARUNA ABUBAKAR NUT

948. OSUAGWU CHINENYE NIPOST/NUPTE

949. ONU TIMOTHY NIPOST/NUPTE

950. AKINTAYO B. ABIDEMI HMB/HASS FCTA

951. GAMBE EVELYN D. NJI

952. JAMES FRIDAY NUHPSW

953. CORNELIUS AIYETAAN NUHPSW

954. VINCENT BRIN NICO

955. PETER OMONAYIN GIFT NICO

956. DAUDA EMMANUEL NUT

957. TARU TANIMU NUT
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898. HASSAN HARUNA AMAC

899. MAIKASUWA IDRIS AMAC

900. AJEWOLE ABIOLA F. AMAC

901. VICTORIA M. BABA AMAC

902. ABDULLAHI ALHASSAN AMAC

903. GEORGEWILL SELEMA FCT

904. BABAYO BIU FHC

905. AUTA LYDIA FCT

906. OLOGBO EDWIN MOD/MHWUN

907. AKPATA OYIZA HAJARAT AEPB

908. OSSAI DOROTHY N. NANNM

909. JOYCE Y. MUGI ARCN

910. AGBO COMFORT MPR

911. EWHE PHILOMENA O. MOD

912. AKPAN REBECCA S. FME/FCT

913. SANUSI SANI SHC

914. IBRAHIM A. BUHARI NUT

915. ADAMU OSANUT NUT

916. ANAZA BASHIR NUT

917. AKANO OLANIKE AUPCTRE

918. ADENAIKE JOY NCSU

919. PAWA D. CHRISTY NUT

920. EREM AWA U. AUPCTRE

921. MAIGIDA J. SOLOMON NUT

922. WILCOX C. UDUEZUE ANAP

923. MUSA A. TIYAN AUPCTRE

924. ONAH EMMANUEL NUCECFWW

925. MALIK  SALEH NUCECFWW

926. IHUOMA M. C NUPCPS

927. ODIAKA ROSEMARY NUPSRAW

928. NNADI CYNTHIA NIPOST/NUPTE

929. AHMED ALIU NUCECFWW

930. FANI ADEBIYI NUTG

931. KAYODE OLALEKAN NUCECFWW

932. BENLIAM P. BATARI NANNM

933. MOHD USMAN SHEHU NUT

934. JONAH AKWASI A. NUT

935. ZIMBWA MALI NUT/FCT
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958. MONICA AKOLO FSHG

959. IBRAHIM JUWARAT MHWC

960. ADEYEMO ELIZABETH O. NUPSRAW

961. AUTA MERCY NANNM

962. LADAN SANI PAI NUT

963. SAKA G. UMAR AEPB

964. YUSUFU MUTARI RATTAWIU

965. MAIMUNA MAKAMA RRBN

966. AJE PETERS NANNM

967. ABDULWAHAB EKCKHIDE AMAC

968. AUGUSTINE CHITHA   NDE

969. KINDE AMUDA  NDE

970. ADO AHMED NDE

971. BASHIRU NDE

972. OFEI JOHN O. NUT

973. ATINARO ABEL NUT

974. TONYA SOLOMON MHWUN

975. OGBU AGEN   MHWUN

976. AKAMJUY JOHN     NUT

977. ABDULNASIR MOHAMMED   JUSUN

978. YUSIF JAMILA NULGE

979. REMI ADEDIJI                                 AUPCTRE

980. ZAKARI IBRAHIM                           NUT

981. HELEN E. USEN                               RATTAWU

982. GRACE ADEGEIN                            RATTAWU

983. SAMUEL HAJU                                 RATTAWU

984. DORATHY THOMAS                       RATTAWU

985. MARY AWOWO                               RATTAWU

986. C. OCHILI OKAROH                        RATTAWU

987. IBRAHIM VICTORIA                       NUPTE

988. PETER DITA                                      MHWUN

989. WARISO ANTHONIA                       NAT. LIB NIG

990. OGBONNA ELIZABIRTH         FED MIN LABOUR /EMPLY

991. KIKELONA ADEYEMI                     FED MIN LABOUR

992. AKAM MOSES                                  NCSU

993. TONYI SEUW                                    NASU

994. MARY GODS POWER                     AUPCTRE

995. WOLE AKINLOLU                           AUPCTRE

996. ALO LAWRENCE                             AUPCTRE

997. ALIYU MUHAMMED                      AUPCTRE

998. THERESA UTI                                  AUPCTRE

999. ABDULLAHI UMAR FAWA           AUPCTRE

1000. HASSAN ADAMU YALWA            AUPCTRE

1001. OYESOLA KABIR                           AUPCTRE

1002. ATENDA A. M                                  OSGOF

1003. FELIX IKANI                                     NEMA

1004. DANLADI BABA                              COEZ

1005. RUTH ADUBUISI                             NUT

1006. SAMUEL UJI                                     RATTAWU

1007. BABA SULEIMAN                           NUT

1008. GREAT NWAJE PEACE                  NCSU

1009. OLATUSON OLAGUDU                  NASU

1010. ISA USMAN DEGRI                         NCSU

1011. F. U. MORDI                                      NUPSRAW

1012. IDRIS HASSAN                                 NCSU

1013. EZE RAYMOND                               NCSU

1014. FATIMA EL-MUSTAPHA                NCSU

1015. USMAN SIMON                                NANNM

1016. OSHAME ANGELA                          NANNM

1017. IKENNA OKOLI                               MHWUN

1018. BAWA EMMANUEL                        NUT
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1019. MURTALA ABDULLAHI                NANNM

1020. ABIOYE EMMANUEL                     NUT

1021. SUNDAY PORES                     NUEE

1022. AKOWE MONDAY                NUCELFWW

1023. ADEKGE JOHNSON           AUPCTRE

1024. ABAYOMI T. ANTHONY       PSC

1025. HASSAN HABIB                   NANNM

1026. JOHNSON OKEKE                 NCMM

1027. SHUAIBU SARKI ALI                     NCMM

1028. TAH S. KEKONG                             SON

1029. BAWA E. Y                                       NOTAP

1030. SANNI TAOFIC   A.                         NOTAP

1031. STEPHEN OKORO                           NUCECFWW

1032. HASSAN ANKA SALIHU                TUC

1033. JOY WRIOUT                                    NCSU

1034. MONDAY BAGU                              NHIS

1035. M.A. DHAKOR                                NUT

1036. S YUSIF                                             MDCN

1037. YUSIF MONDAY                             NAIC

1038. JAMES MERAG                                SON

1039. ONALUMI PATIENCE                     BOF

1040. KING CLARA O.                              RATTAWU

1041. BLESSING BATURE                       NANNM

1042. AISHATU MUSA                              NANNM

1043. NTAKA NDUDI                                NANNM

1044. PHILOMINA AYAGHENA              NANNM

1045. EKWOANYA NGOZI R.                   NUT

1046. ODU CALISTA O                              NANNM

1047. ALI M. PAUL                                     NUTGWN

1048. AGENYI FRIDAY                             NANNNM

1049. ESTHER PETER LUCIOS                NHIS

1050. HUSSENI USMAN                            NHIS

1051. AUDU AYUBA                                 NHIS

1052. MUSILU IDOWU                              NHIS

1053. COM LAMI TANKO                      NUT

1054. KABIR ADO YAU                          NURTW

1055. ENYIEYOR EMMANUEL               SSANIP

1056. ROSELYN UBA – ANARAH         NUPSRAW

1057. A. AKPAUSOH                                RATTAWU

1058. KABIR GARBA TSANNI                 RATTAWU

1059. SULAIMAN ADAMU DANZAKI    NURTW

1060. COM HAMZA MOHD                       NURTW

1061. COM AMOTO SIWAY                      JUSUN

1062. TONY OGHAGBOP                   MHWUN

1063. COM GARBA IBRAHIM           NUFBTE

1064. COM AHMAD YAHAYA         NUFBTE

1065. COM MIKE OLARIWAJU        NUFBTE

1066. COM BEN NNUBNE                 NUATE

1067. COM SAFIYA ARAGE             NUATE

1068. J.O. DADA                                 NUCFRLANMPE

1069. FAGBAMIABE TOLULOPE     NUCFRLANMPE

1070. INNOCENT M. JAJA                NUSDE

1071. COM. MUSA DEMASLO         AUFCDN

1072. COM. AFOLABI OLAWOLE NUPENG

1073. DURO ADEBISI                                NUPSRAW

1074. CHUKWUEMEKAAGUONYE        NULGE

1075. COM JOHN ADAJI                   NUTGTWN

1076. COM ALI BABA                       NUTGTWN    

1077. COM JOHN O. USENI              NUPPPROW

1078. COM OLATUNJI JOSEPH       NUPPPROW

1079. COM REGINA W. AGU          NUHPSW
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1080. COM SULEIMAN ALIYU                MHWUN   

1081. COM SILAS NANPAN                     NUT      

1082. COM JAMES JEREMIAH                                                        

1083. WILOX UDAEZNE                           ANAP

1084. ENGR MARTIN UZOEGUN            NUEE

1085. COM SIKIRU WAHEED                  AUPCTRE

1086. I. M. ADEETA                                   JUSUN

1087. JOE AJAERO                                     NUEE

1088. AKPOREHA WILLAMS                   NUPENG                                

1089. OLUSEGUN ROTIMI                       NLC

1090. SIMON ANCHEVER                        AEEUN

1091. AMECHI ASUGWUMI                    NUCECFWW                          

1092. AMAECHI LAWRENCE                  NCSU

1093. ADENIJI A. ABDRAFIU, mni        NANNM

1094. ARO. EBHOHIMHON                       MHWUN

1095. COM DEBORA YUSIF                    NANNM

1096. SALAMATU ALIU                            NUT

1097. CHRIS UYOT                                     NLC

1098. ISMAIL BELLO                              NLC

1099. ASUZU ECHEZONA  NLC

1100. DR  O. EBHOHMHEN                     NLC

1101. BENSON UPAH                              NLC

1102. RITA GOYIT                                       NLC

1103. KABIR Y. GUSAU                 NULGE

1104. BENJAMIN ANTHONY                    AUPCTRE

1105. ADEYANJU ADEWALE.            MWUN

1106. COM ADENIJI A.A. mni               NANNM  

1107. OYELAKAN LATEEF                   NUBIFIE

1108. VICTOR OLAEWE NLC

1109. B. G. OLATUNJI                              NUCFRLANMPE

1110. NNODIN GLORY CHIOMA              NUATE

1111. IFUNANYA IHIODANYA           NUATE

1112. CHUKWUDI NSADUAKAR              NUATE

1113. PETER EZEKIEL                                LOVE FM

1114. JOSEPH A.                                     FRCN

1115. FRANK IKPEFAN                   NATION

1116. JUSTINA IMOWAI                       PEOPLES DAILY

1117. SNARAN YASAN                               TUC

1118. VICTOR YOUNG                                VANGURD

1119. OBIORA IFOH                          CHAMPION

1120. TOBI AJBUH                                THE NATION

1121. SYLVESTER ENOGHASE                JOURNALIST

1122. CHIKA OTUCHIKARE                      BUSINESS DAY

1123. ONWEBUCHI EZIGE                THISDAY

1124. JOKE ADISA                                       TVC NEWS

1125. MURTALA SHEHU                            TVC NEWS

1126. INNOCENT OWEH                          DAILY INDEPENDENT

1127. AHMADU ZAKARIYA                        NLC

1128. ISAAC SUNDAY                        CLEAR VIEW TV

1129. OGANI VICTOR                              CLEAR VIEW TV

1130. FLORENCE JOSHUA                  CLEAR VIEW TV

1131. EKE MERCY  O.                               CLEAR VIEW TV

1132. ATIKU S. SARKI                           TRIUMPH                        

1133. MATHEW ABI                             EAT FM

1134. OGIRI GENESIS                        A M NEWS

1135. FELICIA ENEBE  A.                           KAPITAL FM

1136. OPEYEMI  ADEGOKE             AIT

1137. SALIHU ALI                                VON

1138. BOMBOLA OYESOLA           SUN

1139. THOMA ESEK                     COOL FM
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1140. OTONBA LAWRENCE      NDLEA

1141. ETANMBI ALEMIKA                UNIJOS

1142. MUSA LAWAL                            TUC

1143. QUADRE OLAFEYE             TUC

1144. TANIMU GIDEON                  NCSU

1145. OLALEYE MOSES             AUPCTRE

1146. IBIKUN KULE                                   AUPCTRE

1147. ANIKE M. O.                                         NUPSRAW

1148. OLUAH R. E.                         NUPSRAW

1149. ELEFOANYA D.                                    NUPSRAW

1150. AKILU GWAZALI                                 NUPTE

1151. ADEGON A. GANIYAT                        NCSU

1152. JOSEPH ALEX                              AUPCTRE

1153. ISAAC HENRY                                       NUPSRAW

1154. DR LIFE 

1155. NKIRUKA OFODILE           NUP

1156. ALICE AYEME                               NUPSRAW

1157. YUSIF ARDO                           WALLIDIRA

1158. AUSTIN DOPA                               NUCECFWW

1159. WUESE R. DANIEL                         AUPCTRE

1160. ENG OMRGUE SIMON               NUCECFWW

1161. GLADYS LUKA HOMOKADE        NANNM

1162. SOLOMON TOYIN                          AUPCTRE

1163. ULOKO GODWIN                            NUPSRAW

1164. JULIET NWADELAH                                                                

1165. AMINA YUSIF                                  SPORTS

1166. OKOSUN OSENUDIANLIA            NUCECFWW

1167. IJEWEMEN SAMSUN                   NLC

1168. FAKUNLE OLABODE                      AUPCTRE

1169. KEFAS MAGRIMA                               NLC

1170. ABIODUN ADEWUMI                  NUCECFWW

1171. NWAGWOR                                       PMP

1172. ADUGA G. ARUWA                             NCSU

1173. AJUMA ICHAPI                          NUTOTUUR

1174. ABIOLA A. OYEWOLE                         NUPSRAW

1175. FLORENCE AYUBA                            NCSU

1176. ESTHER ACHEME                              NCSU

1177. ONYE UCHE P.                                  NUPSRAW

1178. ONIFADE  A. OLUBUMI                   NUPSRAW
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1164. JULIET NWADELAH                                                                

1165. AMINA YUSIF                                  SPORTS

1166. OKOSUN OSENUDIANLIA            NUCECFWW

1167. IJEWEMEN SAMSUN                   NLC

1168. FAKUNLE OLABODE                      AUPCTRE

1169. KEFAS MAGRIMA                               NLC

1170. ABIODUN ADEWUMI                  NUCECFWW
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1200. BELLO O. SAMUEL          FINANCE

1201. USMAN M.BUKAR                   NUPSRAW

1202. ABDUL BOSEDE               NUPSRAW

1203. TUNWAGUN RACHEAL                   NANNM

1204. UGBABE E. ALICE                  NANNM

1205. IDRIS ABOKI                        NANNM

1206. CATHRINE CHIMA                     NDE

1207. MAZO AUGUSTINE                  NUTGW

1208. DELLA H. MUSA    WILPF
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